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Abstract 

Author: Dylan Fall 

Title: Greener Spaces, Healthier Places: On the Restorative Health Effects of Nature Exposure 

Supervising Professors: Dr. Alfred McAlister, Dr. Stephen Pont 

 Nature Exposure is a health behavior that has shown to have promising effects to help 
reduce allosteric load, alleviating chronic symptoms felt due to long-term stress responses. The 
fact that nature exposure is largely renewable and of low cost to those who participate gives 
nature exposure the potential to reduce societal income-based health inequalities. This thesis 
seeks to answer the questions of what exactly are the benefits conferred by exposure to nature, 
what are the physiological mechanisms and scientific backing behind these benefits, and how can 
this health behavior be measurably increased through a multi-layer public health intervention 
targeting nature-deprived elementary school children. In order to best frame and analyze this 
subject, my thesis begins with an assessment of our current healthcare system and the areas 
where nature exposure could provide a low-cost, easy alternative to other therapeutic treatments, 
then provides a comprehensive review of the most recent and convincing research concerning the 
many physiological benefits of nature exposure and the explanations and evidence behind these 
phenomena. Following the breakdown of all the evidence behind why nature exposure has 
legitimate health effects, I provide a demographic profile of the types of populations that do or 
do not participate in nature exposure activities and why. I then interpret this data through 
theoretical frameworks like the Health Belief Model and Integrated Behavior Model, showing 
how factors like perceived benefits, perceived barriers, self-efficacy, attitudes and social norms 
can heavily impact whether an individual engages in nature exposure. Based on these theoretical 
frameworks, I make informed suggestions regarding what types of interventions on mass media, 
environmental, and systematic levels are ideal for an initiative designed to target nature deprived 
youth in a city such as Austin, Texas. 
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Introduction 

This thesis will seek to assert and provide strong research evidence that nature exposure 

has the potential as a therapeutic approach to greatly reduce the incidence and severity of many 

types of stress-related chronic illnesses that weigh heavily on current modernized societies, and 

should be utilized to greater effect by governing bodies throughout the world. Defined as any of 

the plethora of activities or experiences one can enjoy within a natural environment, nature 

exposure for humans was inevitable in early human history, as nature and society seemed 

inescapably intertwined. The natural world, despite all of its beauty and beneficial gifts, brings 

with it numerous hazards and inconveniences. As human society has become increasingly 

modernized and technologically advanced, we have tried our best to shut out seemingly 

cumbersome natural elements of the environment in favor of ergonomically designed, man-made 

constructs, with the promise that these advancements are for the good of humanity, for us to 

become more intelligent, resilient, and efficient as a species. And while these innovations, such 

as immense cities, endless spans of motorways, and a wealth of information technology have 

done immeasurable amounts of good for the human race, we may have lost something integral 

along the way by adopting a dogma of humans triumphing over nature, rather than working 

alongside it. As our world population is becoming more urbanized than ever before and we are 

facing complex problems in the realms of both human and environmental health, now is the time 

to reevaluate our relationship with the natural world, and redefine our philosophy moving 

forward. 

  Of course, this argument that we should return to the healing womb of the natural world 

or make adequate room for nature-filled spaces in our societal planning is not a new one. The 

dynamic of interactions between humans and their natural environments has changed greatly 
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over the course of history, but the notion of our connection with the natural world has remained 

persistent in spite of this. Naturalists, poets, and philosophers have perpetuated the thought that 

society is deleterious for one’s health for centuries. After all, we are animals birthed from the 

natural world, and many feel we cannot deny that we are part of it. However, musings from 

wooly-headed romantics do not and should not inform public policy and health behavior trends, 

no matter how convincing. Rather, scientific research into the physiological and psychological 

effects of a behavior must be analyzed thoroughly if this behavior is to be advocated by health 

professionals in any serious capacity. By compiling and analyzing the explicit effects that nature 

exposure has been found to possess on various physiologic metrics of the body, and discussing 

the actual mechanisms that have been discovered to cause these effects, this thesis will develop a 

research base that will serve to legitimize nature exposure as a health behavior with documented 

benefits that promote greater health and well-being.  

 However, simply proving that something is beneficial to human health is not enough. 

Plenty of people know about the numerus documented health benefits of kale, but many people 

still very stubbornly refuse to eat health foods like kale, largely because the fact that kale is 

nutritious does not make it any more appetizing. A common saying in public health is that to 

make a health behavior initiative successful, it cannot simply be the healthy choice, but the 

healthy, easy, attractive choice. In order to create a successful health behavior initiative for 

nature exposure, we must look at the reason why some people feel that nature exposure activities 

are both fun to participate in and easy to access, and why others do not feel this way, and thus are 

unable or unwilling to reap the restorative health benefits. Thus, this thesis will also seek to 

describe the demographic and psychological profiles of populations that do (and do not) 

participate in nature exposure activities.  
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Using this information, I will develop a multi-tier public health initiative that, if 

implemented, would help to solve issues that currently keep certain populations from reliably 

engaging in nature exposure activities, and will aim to provide a renewable source for restorative 

health benefits for any modern city that implements these measures. This will be supplemented 

by details of a green schoolyard project already underway in Austin, Texas, using many of the 

theoretical interventions that I advocate for in this thesis. Through this, I will use concrete 

evidence of current public health interventions to demonstrate that the notion that these strategies 

can promote greater levels of nature exposure (and thus increase restorative health effects) within 

marginalized populations is not only valid, but that these interventions can be realistically and 

easily implemented into a nature-deprived community.  
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Chapter One: What is Nature Exposure and Why do we Need it Now? 

The concept of nature exposure as a health behavior, the benefits it confers, and how it 

fits into our current healthcare system are all important aspects that must be specifically defined 

before a functional public health initiative can be created to improve the occurrence of nature 

exposure in a targeted demographic. Before analyzing the many beneficial effects of nature 

exposure, it is worth considering first our present healthcare landscape, particularly the stark rise 

in stress-related chronic illness and the many contributing factors that account for this increase,  

and analyze what new treatments and therapies are needed for populations suffering from these 

ailments that are not being treated effectively.  

 We have made remarkable strides in the art of medicine and public health efforts since 

their inceptions, and as technology and knowledge advancements have fundamentally changed 

the way our healthcare systems operate, our societies have also changed through epidemiological 

transitions that alter the types of disease found in a population.  Currently, the developed 

countries of the world are between the second and third epidemiological transitions, where 

medical technology is sufficiently sophisticated and widespread enough to eliminate most causes 

of early death due to communicable illness, and as a result, there is a massive influx of chronic, 

degenerative disease, debilitating a large portion of the ever-increasing aging populations and 

reducing the number of independent, disability-free life years they possess.1 These chronic 

diseases, the most common being heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and cancer, are extremely 

deleterious to a person’s ability to be a productive member of society; the treatment for these 

conditions are extensive, lengthy, and costly, with the estimated sum cost of treatment of heart 

                                                           
1 Harper, Kristen, The Changing Disease-Scape in the Third Epidemiological Transition 
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disease, stroke, diabetes, and cancer in the US exceeding $1 trillion in any given year.2 On a 

global scale, the population of humans aged 60 or older is growing faster than any other age 

group, and with the elderly population of the world predicted to increase significantly in 

upcoming decades, efforts to minimize these costs by reducing the incidence and severity of 

chronic illnesses is necessary in avoiding an overloaded healthcare system that is much too 

expensive to effectively serve the populations in need.3 

 So, the logical question to ask is, what is the source of this widespread increase in the 

incidence of chronic illness, and how can we make systemic changes that will reduce it? When 

we look at the rates of these illnesses over the past decades, a simple conclusion to make would 

be to tie this increase in chronic illness to the obesity crisis of developed nations around the 

world, which has increased in severity from the 1960’s to present day. Obesity has an extremely 

complex etiology, with potential contributing factors ranging from genetic and environmental 

components to individual behaviors, and its major adverse health outcomes include heart disease, 

diabetes, and other debilitating chronic conditions.4 However, this conclusion does not explain 

those who suffer from chronic illnesses but not obesity, nor the wealth of chronic psychological 

issues also evident in modern society. Rather, to investigate a more convincingly pervasive agent 

of chronic health issues in modern day society, we should look at two aspects that have increased 

substantially in the recent years: exposure to chronic stress in increasingly sedentary job 

environments, and the technological revolution of communication and entertainment devices.  

 Dr. Robert Sapolsky, a neuroscientist at Stanford University, has done extensive research 

on the effect of stress on humans, using baboons in the African Savannah with strict social 

                                                           
2 Sorensen, Glorian, et. al.  Preventing Chronic Disease in the Workplace: A Workshop Report and 
Recommendations 
3 United Nations, World Population Prospects 
4 Van Itallie, Theodore B. “Obesity: Adverse effects on health and longevity” 
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hierarchies and no stress from natural predation as a functional model for the societal stress we 

humans face on a daily basis.  By observing the baboon’s lifestyles and relationships while 

monitoring blood cortisol levels, the corticosteroid associated with long-term stress responses, at 

regular intervals over the span of a month, Sapolsky made a startling discovery: The monkeys 

lower on the social hierarchy, who were routinely abused and mistreated by the leaders of the 

group and offered no way to gain social status, possessed significantly greater levels of this stress 

hormone. Over time, this saturation of cortisol in the blood of these beta males resulted in severe 

arterial clogging, obesity, and premature death.5 This study of baboons in the African savannah 

can serve as an analogy for the income-based inequalities and social gradient of health outcomes 

that exists within our society, and parallels can be drawn between the baboon society and ours 

regarding how chronic stress disproportionately affects members of lower societal status within a 

population. Other research produced can confirm through metrics such as levels of 

glucocorticoids like cortisol that extended periods of stress, particularly in the workplace, can 

lead to increased risk of metabolic syndrome (leading to heart disease, diabetes, obesity, etc.).6 In 

addition, chronic stress exposure can have damaging effects on one’s brain, particularly the 

hippocampus, resulting in “disruption of synaptic plasticity, atrophy of dendritic processes…and 

overt neuron death.”7 These effects manifest as impairments in both learning and cognition, and 

these effects compound greatly with age. So, if chronic stress is such a draining aspect of modern 

life, what might be preventing people from de-stressing? Why might this issue be so prominent 

in today’s world? 

                                                           
5 Heminway, Stress: Portrait of a Killer 
6 Murphy, Lawrence R. “Stress Management in Work Settings: A Critical Review of the Health Effects”. 
7 Sapolsky, Robert M. “Glucocorticoids, stress, and their adverse neurological effects: relevance to aging”. 
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 A likely answer is the rise of information technology. With the advent of the Internet and 

its widespread use as an important tool, especially in professional and business settings, more 

modern workers are carrying out the majority of their day’s work sitting in front of a screen, 

completely sedentary, rather than walking around, talking with others and exercising their 

bodies.8 This pattern of increasingly sedentary lifestyles has been shown to increase one’s 

cardiovascular risk factors, measured inflammation markers, and resistance to insulin.9 With the 

arrival of the smartphone, the screen and the work follow the worker home, further contributing 

to stressors that leave one feeling burnt out. Additionally, with the rise of on-demand media 

networks such as Netflix and Hulu, it is now more socially acceptable than ever before to stay at 

home and be a modern-day hermit, binge-watching popular TV shows rather than going outside, 

socially interacting or participating in mentally stimulating activities. These trends are associated 

with a host of potentially adverse health effects, namely obesity and poor diet.10 

 This relatively new fascination with information technology has been accompanied by 

the accelerated technological advances that have been made in the past decades, allowing us to 

have this new technology easily accessible and widely available. This presents a significant 

cultural change in our first world societies, particularly that of the United States, and it has 

ultimately affected the cultural environment in which children are being raised. In his book The 

Last Child in the Woods, Richard Louv proposes that the American people have faced three 

frontiers of nature to be explored in their history, phases of the American people’s changing 

relationship with nature, transitioning from "direct utilitarianism to romantic attachment to 

                                                           
8 Owen, Neville et al., “Sedentary Behavior: Emerging Evidence for a New Health Risk” 
9 Leon-Latre M, et. al. “Sedentary lifestyle and its relation to cardiovascular risk factors, insulin resistance and 
inflammatory profile” 
10Lowry, Richard et. al,. “Television Viewing and its Associations with Overweight, Sedentary Lifestyle, and 
Insufficient Consumption of Fruits and Vegetables Among US High School Students: Differences by Race, 
Ethnicity, and Gender” 
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electronic detachment"11. When the American territory first began to expand in the name of 

manifest destiny, the natural frontier was an unknown entity that was something to be explored, 

battled and ultimately tamed. It was a visceral environment, "the meeting point between savagery 

and civilization" that brought out quintessential American traits of rugged individualism and 

wild curiosity.12 The natural environment was a vast resource where any enterprising American 

could take part.  

After the American West had been effectively subdued, some worried that the wildness 

and adventure of the natural world would be lost forever. Instead, the love of nature found a 

home in the imagination and lives of the American people, in both rural family farms where the 

lore of natural America was a major definer of cultural heritage and a part of their daily lives, as 

well as in the growing urban centers where the most popular television shows still included 

Disney's Davy Crockett and Little House on the Prairie. Although the trails of exploration may 

have already been blazed, this new frontier channeled a celebration and reverence of nature as 

something to be cherished and utilized, bringing about developments like Teddy Roosevelt's 

national parks systems as well as the creation of many impressive urban parks.  

The end of the second frontier coincided with the death of the American farmer, as the 

farming population dwindled "from 40 percent of U.S. households in 1900 to just 1.9 percent in 

1990".13 This severing of the cultural linkage to farming for the vast majority of American 

citizens signifies a societal detachment from the natural world, and it has affected the way in 

which our children are raised in some surprising ways. Louv postulates that five major trends are 

                                                           
11 Louv, Richard. Last child in the woods: Saving our children from nature-deficit disorder. 16. 

12 Turner, Fredrick Jackson. The passing, and importance, of the first frontier. "The Problem with the West", 
Atlantic Monthly, Sep 1896 
13 Louv, Richard. 18 
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emerging from this new, not fully formed third frontier: " a severance of the public and private 

mind from our food's origins; a disappearing line between machines, humans, and other animals; 

the invasion of our cities by wild animals... and the rise of a new kind of suburban form". The 

children that inhabit today's urban sprawl face a seemingly paradoxical problem: they are faced 

with an onslaught of cutting edge information about the biological world, research revealing the 

untold beauty of natural phenomena that was previously inaccessible but now immediately 

available at the tap of a digital link, generating a new wave of appreciation and fascination with 

nature for the upcoming generation. And yet these children are raised in an environment so 

isolated from these phenomena, they may as well be fantasy. 

 Urban youth of today often have no involvement in their food sources, their meat served 

in shrink-wrapped, cleanly packaged containers, and their only intimate experience with the 

natural world being perhaps seeing an occasional raccoon in the dumpster. This sheltering of 

urban youth from the rugged natural landscape can be largely blamed on the cultural 

criminalization of natural play. An unintended side effect of new developments in environmental 

regulations and risk management initiatives, as well as rules put forth by private governments 

like home owners' associations and community boards, has been the creation of an environment 

where it is apparent to children that playing outside in nature, like their parents did and 

encourage them to do, is a task that may no longer be feasible. Children recreating the tree 

houses of their parents' childhood risk a violation of city zoning laws, resulting in the hub of 

natural play becoming torn down. A father and son who travel to a nearby park to fly a kite are 

met with signs informing them that kite flying is no longer allowed in the area, as kites are 

known to scare away an endangered species that resides in the park. Nature is being introduced 

to the children of today not as an integral part of the human experience, but as something that 
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should be learned about and observed from afar, as to not risk injury or destroy the fragile 

vestiges of natural beauty that remain. While some of these restrictions are necessary for keeping 

natural environments in good condition, we must recognize this cultural shift and what it is doing 

to the health of the next generation, and respond in a timely and adequate manner. If we are 

concerned that our children are gaining weight, becoming sedentary, and lacking creativity, then 

we need to address the fact that there are several roadblocks in place for children to engage in 

imaginative, adventurous, natural play.  

 Given these prominent issues in our society and how common they have grown to be 

(25% of Americans suffer from some kind of chronic illness with residual effects after 

treatment)14, we must look at current forms of treatment and determine how to improve upon 

them moving forward. For example, while a host of different types of medications have been 

developed to control and treat hypertension and heart disease, it have been found that 50% of all 

cases of high blood pressure have not been adequately controlled.15 This widespread 

mismanagement has been primarily ascribed to a phenomenon known as “physician inertia”, 

where a doctor will not prescribe more blood pressure medicine in fear of prescribing too much, 

as well as patients not administering medication properly. This primarily affects rural 

inhabitants, who often must travel long distances to meet with a physician and receive the 

medication, as well as people who are not particularly health-conscious or do not trust the 

modern healthcare system. When considering income-based health inequalities, rural living and 

mistrust in the healthcare system are associated with higher levels of these stress-related chronic 

illnesses, so developing therapeutic approaches that appeal to the unique needs of these groups is 

                                                           
14Sorensen, Glorian, et. al. “Preventing Chronic Disease in the Workplace: A Workshop Report and 
Recommendations.” 
15 Executive summary: heart disease and stroke statistics--2013 update: a report from the American Heart 
Association 
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integral to effectively treating them.16 Mental illnesses such as depression or anxiety, which are 

remarkably common in those suffering from high degrees of chronic stress, are often treated with 

a combination of medication and alternative treatment, such as mindful meditation or cognitive 

therapy. The main issues with these treatments are the high attrition rates, as the already mentally 

compromised patient is asked to further step outside of their comfort zone in order to receive 

help, usually in an unfamiliar environment with completely new experiences. As a result, 

individuals who stand to gain the most from these types of therapies are paradoxically so 

uncomfortable during treatment that they find it extremely difficult to engage with them on a 

meaningful level.17  

It seems that while these forms of treatment are largely effective for patients, there are 

some drawbacks, mainly due to the process of treatment, whether it be participating in a 

medicinal regimen or subjecting oneself to therapy that one is not naturally comfortable in. This 

is one area in which nature exposure can find a niche in treatment plans, as most people find 

themselves happier and relaxed in natural settings. This stems from the main underlying 

principle of the healing effects of nature exposure, that of biophilia,”the passionate love of life 

and of all that is alive; it is the wish to further growth, whether in a person, a plant, an idea or a 

social group.”18 Essentially, humans evolved in nature and are therefore instinctively more at 

ease in a natural environment. This would logically allow anyone suffering from chronic stress 

or mental issues to use natural landscapes and biological environments to reduce any chronic 

disgruntlement built up by living in an entirely urban, artificial atmosphere. And in fact, 

                                                           
16 Desmeules, M. et al., “How healthy are rural Canadians? An assessment of their health status and health 
determinants.” 
17Crane, Catherine, “Factors Associated with Attrition from Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy in Patients with a 
History of Suicidal Depression” 
18 Williams,  21 
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Japanese researcher Yoshifumi Miyazaki found that “leisurely forest walks, compared to urban 

walks, deliver a 12 percent decrease in cortisol levels…a 7 percent decrease in sympathetic nerve 

activity, a 1.4 percent decrease in blood pressure, a 6 percent decrease in heart rate…[and] better 

moods and lowered anxiety.”19 This type of research, combining physiological monitoring and 

the philosophy of our eternal connection with all things natural, forms the foundational rationale 

for the restorative effects that nature has on humans.  

 However, before beginning to analyze the current research behind the benefits of nature 

exposure, what exactly defines nature exposure and how we measure the level of exposure in 

relation to the benefits reaped should be considered. For this thesis, we will look chiefly at two 

types of nature exposure: exposure to deep nature, such as one would find in hiking trails, 

national parks, etc., and exposure to greenspace, defined as “urban parks and wetlands that 

comprise some vegetation.”20 Both of these environments provide similar physical and mental 

health benefits, but have been found to encounter important differences in the accessibility and 

types of activities that occur within them, so an understanding of the two different environments 

is integral in developing effective public health initiatives to attract marginalized populations. 

When we think about how to measure the effects of a public health program, most 

community health behaviors (e.g. prenatal care visits or home oral care to prevent gingivitis) 

have discrete and predictable markers, like number of visits during pregnancy or average time 

spent brushing teeth, which allow for easy data acquisition. Nature exposure is more 

complicated, as we are forced to determine how to quantify data, such as time spent exposed to 

nature, when there is such a wide array of activities that can occur within a natural space. In the 

current literature, public health scientists primarily use tools such as surveys, conducted either 

                                                           
19 Miyazaki et al., “Preventative Medical Effects of Nature Therapy”. 
20 Taylor and Hochuli, "Defining greenspace: multiple uses across multiple disciplines" 
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directly while people are engaging with nature, indirectly by sending surveys out to a subset of a 

population, or through stratified environmental observation in greenspaces, using established 

protocols such as the System of Observing Play and Recreation in Communities (SOPARC) 

observation tool.21 Although there are some fallacious aspects to these data collection methods, 

such as typically low sample size and lack of correspondence from minorities for mail/e-mail 

survey methods, these standardized methods are the most effective way to obtain a reasonable 

estimate of who is visiting these areas, what types of activities are most popular, and what 

populations our public health programs need to focus on. 

 So, if the current healthcare system is in desperate need of an affordable, effective 

therapeutic approach to chronic illness, and nature exposure as a health behavior has the 

potential to fill that niche, what is the ideal intervention point to begin to transform this aspect of 

our society? Mentioned briefly in this chapter, children seem to be impacted the most by the 

dramatic changes in the societal view of the natural world that have occurred in the past century, 

faintly aware of the wild, childhood memories that their parents regale them with, yet are never 

provided the opportunity to experience it themselves. Children are characteristically open-

minded, curious, and resourceful, ideal for interacting with the open-ended, imaginative 

activities that are conducive to the natural world. Oftentimes, adults who are not familiar with 

natural environments shy away from the idea of engaging in nature exposure, citing complaints 

of bugs, heat, or simply not knowing anything about nature. By creating a public health initiative 

that is targeted toward elementary-age school children, perhaps by aiming to transform the very 

schoolyards that the children play on to allow for daily exposure to natural phenomena, a new 

generation of children who love nature and reap the benefits of this interaction will be born, who 

                                                           
21 Cohen et al., " The first national study of neighborhood parks: implications for physical activity" 
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can then in turn teach their children about how nature has improved their lives and will continue 

to support nature conservation and advocacy. However, before we can begin to construct and 

measure these benefits using a public health initiative, we must first make a convincing case for 

the legitimate benefits of nature exposure as a restorative health behavior. 
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Chapter Two: What are the Benefits of Nature Exposure? 

The evolution of public health initiatives is often slow and arduous, as the process of 

obtaining concrete, conclusive scientific evidence for something as multi-variable as long-term 

health outcomes can be a supremely difficult task. However, when accompanied with a firm 

research base and well-founded reasoning, this task of legitimizing a health behavior becomes 

much easier. For example, 25 years ago the notion that physical exercise could protect against 

mental decline in adults was thought of similarly to how nature exposure is thought of today. A 

lack of quantitative evidence and scientific data, except for a few correlational and survey 

studies, resulted in the notion being dismissed by the public health community. However, due to 

the perseverance of research scientists such as Dr. Art Kramer, there is now conclusive proof that 

“exercise causes new brain cells to grow, especially in areas related to memory, executive 

function, and spatial perception”22, resulting in physicians across the world altering treatment 

strategies and countless lives being improved. This shift, from minimally supported hypotheses 

to legitimate health preservation strategy, is one that I believe is imminent in the study of nature 

exposure’s effects on human health. Scientists from across the globe are all producing heavily 

convincing evidence that nature exposure, capable of being administered in many forms, has the 

ability to make us physically healthier, decrease our levels of stress and unhappiness, and lead us 

to a more creative, inclusive, and attentive future. Not only can nature exposure serve in a 

curative and mitigating role for people with chronic, stress-related illnesses, it can help prevent 

and safeguard our future generations from succumbing to the same trappings of overworking, 

overstressing, and technology abuse of the recent past.  

                                                           
22 Williams, Florence, The Nature Fix, 38 
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 Looking back in history, the effects of nature on human being’s health, creativity, and 

wellbeing have been lauded by great minds throughout the centuries. Walt Whitman once wrote 

“To you, sedentary person…the world (perhaps you now look upon it with pallid and disgusted 

eyes) is full of zest and beauty for you, if you approach it in the right spirit! Go out into the 

morning!” 23 In a similar vein, revolutionary 17th century poet Wordsworth remarked that 

“Nature does everything to prepare you, to make you immune, or to gentle the shock…the nurse, 

the guide, the guardian of my heart”24. Even scientists like Marie Curie, the first woman to win a 

Nobel Prize, have lauded the remarkable power of nature, remarking that “All my life through, 

the new sights of Nature made me rejoice like a child.”25 Great figures throughout history, such 

as Theodore Roosevelt and Henry David Thoreau, have advocated for the power within the 

natural domain, proclaiming its restorative and helpful benefits to humankind. But, historical 

sentimentality is not nearly enough to influence public health policy. As Dr. Miyazaki remarks in 

his interview within The Nature Fix by Florence Williams, “We have to validate the ideas 

scientifically…or we are still at Walden Pond”.26  

So, what are the underlying physiological theories behind these stress-relieving, mood 

boosting phenomena, and where do the roots of these outcomes lie? Basically, our body and 

brain’s interaction with natural phenomena may be explained by two competing theories. The 

Stress-Reduction Theory posits that due to biophilia, we are inherently calmed down by nature, 

which puts us in a better mood and allows us to relax. Alternatively, the Attention Restoration 

Theory diverges from Stress-Reduction Theory regarding exactly when and why the relaxation 

occurs. If we think of our attention as a limited resource, we can see how a modern lifestyle, with 

                                                           
23 Williams 170 
24 Williams 171 
25 Curie, M., & Curie, P. Autobiographical notes. 
26 Williams 20 
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a multitude of relationships and responsibilities to monitor and maintain, would cause our 

attention economy to be spread a bit thin. When interacting with our environment, we utilize 

three main networks of our brain: “the executive network, which includes the intellectual, task-

focused prefrontal cortex and does the stimulus and behavioral inhibition…spatial network, 

which orients us…and the default network, which kicks in when the executive network is not 

engaged”27 Essentially, many modern lifestyles require near-constant use of the executive 

network to manage all the variables that are involved in the technological and logistical 

complexity of professional life. Nature exposure gives the executive network a well-earned rest, 

letting the default network take over in the presence of various sensory stimuli which do not 

necessitate planning or analyzing. Not only does this allow the executive network to rebound at 

top performance when needed, it also allows us to use our default network in an uninhibited and 

positive way, resulting in more creative and open experiences. Some MRI analyses of people 

spending time in nature exhibited a “drop in hemoglobin levels in the prefrontal cortex…[and an 

increase] in blood flow to parts of the brain like the insula and the anterior singular that are 

associated with pleasure, empathy, and unconstrained thinking.”28 This relaxed state can then 

lead to decreased levels of glucocorticoids, lowered blood pressure, and hopefully better health 

outcomes.  

A majority of the data presented so far has been focused on how nature is affecting 

humans within it, and what potential it has for relaxation and stress reduction. However, an 

important question to ask is how exactly does nature do this? What is it about nature, about 

heavily wooded areas and green spaces, which causes these amazing results? It turns out that 
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there are a few different novel phenomena that occur during exposure that affect nearly all of our 

senses, a full-body therapeutic experience that is nearly impossible to replicate. One important 

aspect is the effect of the air on your body. Surrounded by trees, of course the air will be cleaner 

and fresher compared to in an urban setting, as trees break down pollutants like sulfuric acid, 

nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide.29 But, researchers have found that the aerosols released by 

trees actually act as a mild sedative, literally forcing us to calm down.30 In addition, trees release 

aromatic terpenes called phytoncides. Designed to warn off insect invaders, these terpenes boost 

immunity by increasing the population of killer T-cells within our bodies.31 Even more exciting, 

a common component of soil, Geosmin, is antiviral and reportedly effective as an alternative 

cancer treatment, and its relaxing smell, “the funky-great smell of earth after a rain” can be 

detected by humans in incredibly small quantities, “reflecting an important evolutionary 

adaptation because it tipped our thirsty ancestors off to sources of water.”32 

Another incredible aspect of nature is the visual sensations of nature that are dominated 

by fractal patterns. Described by Benoit Mandelbrot in 1975, in his famous equations coined as 

the Mandelbrot Set, fractals typically appear as chaos with an underlying pattern of deep 

complexity, infinitely complex patterns that are self-similar across different scales. We can see 

evidence of these patterns throughout natural phenomena, “in clouds, coastlines, plant leaves, 

ocean waves, the rise and fall of the Nile River, and in the clustering of galaxies.”33 When 

subjects were exposed to these types of fractal images, measurements of skin conductance 

(indicating stress level) showed a 60% stress recovery improvement compared to a control 
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group34. The underlying theory behind the seemingly mystical effects of the sight of nature is 

that, being biological beings ourselves, our eyes instinctively move in a fractal pattern, due to its 

effectiveness in gathering information efficiently. When looking at a fractal pattern, our eyes are 

very comfortable with decoding the image, contrasting perhaps a busy urban intersection, filled 

with Euclidean geometric shapes and an abundance of stimuli that generate discomfort and 

frustration. When one’s eye movement patterns and the image patterns coincide, it has been 

found that one’s mind emits alpha waves, which indicate relaxation and attentiveness.35 

Along with sights and smells, a significant portion of the restorative qualities of nature 

come from natural soundscapes. In an ever-urbanizing world filled with construction zones and 

hard hats, noise pollution can become a real issue in some areas. From airplanes flying overhead 

to constant roadway traffic sounds and the constant hum of air conditioning units, a cacophony 

of unnatural sounds termed the Anthrophone fills our days, and it has proven to have some 

surprisingly adverse side effects. One wouldn’t think that the noises that occur while asleep 

would have any dramatic effect on one’s physical health, but in actuality the human body retains 

a full-service stress response to sound stimuli while asleep. In an epidemiological study of the 

effects of noise pollution, it was found that “environmental noise above 50 decibels was 

associated with a 20 percent increase in hypertension…and every 10-decibel increase in 

nighttime noise was linked to a 14 percent rise in hypertension.”36 The implications of these 

health effects are deathly serious, and the WHO attributes thousands of death per year in Europe 

to incidents such as heart attack and stroke that were caused in part by particularly high levels of 

background noise. So, the logical solution is to simply avoid sound pollution in order to restore 
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one’s proper state of mind. However, this may be a fool’s mission; according to sound engineer 

Gordon Hempton, “the entire continental United States has fewer than a dozen sites where you 

can’t hear human-made noise for at least fifteen minutes at dawn.”37. However, do not be 

dismayed, as the power of nature is such that it has restorative abilities for those who listen while 

also protecting humans in nature from deleterious surrounding sound pollution. Psychological 

studies on the effects of birdsong “consistently show improvements in mood and mental 

alertness”, likely having to do with humans and birds possessing coevolved language centers 

(both of our language centers are also responsible for regulation of emotion).38 And in an effort 

to eliminate the detrimental soundscape generated by heavy traffic in the business district of 

Seoul, the local government constructed a waterfall which effectively guards against the sound 

pollution, resulting in one of the most popular recreational areas in the region.39 Although the 

impact of sounds on one’s waking mood is heavily impacted by one’s attitude and perception of 

the sounds, it is a crucial aspect of what makes natural landscape exposure so unique, and must 

be considered when planning on how to best implement treatment using nature exposure to 

achieve restorative health outcomes.  

Finally, one of the most significant aspects of nature that scientists have found to alter our 

brain chemistry and other biological processes is simply how awesome the natural world is from 

our perspective. This concept of awe, the feeling of the vastness and complexity of natural 

landscapes and ecosystems, is perhaps best described by Ralph Waldo Emerson, that “standing 

on the bare ground, my head bathed by the blithe air and uplifted into infinite space, all mean 

egotism vanishes. I become a transparent eyeball; I am nothing.”40 There is something about 
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deep nature immersion that allows us to remember the vastness of creation, to expand our 

worldview and become more empathetic, compassionate, and curious. Researchers like Dr. 

Dacher Keltner at UC Berkeley have done several experiments that indicate a strong connection 

between experiencing feelings of awe and increased generosity and empathetic tendencies. Using 

biological markers such as midline frontal theta waves, stress markers like heart variability, skin 

conductance and facial muscle flexing, and inflammation marker IL-6 (which, in chronic levels, 

have been linked to depression) the researchers cemented their findings in scientific 

foundations.41 

It is plain to see that the potential health benefits of nature exposure are numerous in type 

and application. But, we must look practically at how we can implement nature exposure into our 

current healthcare system. How much nature is enough, and what exactly constitutes “nature 

exposure”? It is enough to simply look at photos of natural landscapes, to breath in phytoncide 

concentrates and listen to recorded birdsong, or to we actually need to go out into nature to reap 

the full benefits? The simple answer to this question is, while one might reap some restorative 

benefits from gazing at a natural landscape or huffing tree oil extract, it is impossible to get the 

full sensory-stimulating package with the cheap imitations. 42And while there are efforts to 

simulate this barrage of natural sensory treatment using virtual reality in conjunction with 

treadmills, air diffusers, etc., the technology isn’t anywhere near the level of sophistication to 

compare with the real thing. Even then, are green spaces in neighborhoods enough to give us our 

fill? After all, a strong correlation has been found between “the level of greenery and the number 

of assaults, homicides, vehicle thefts, burglary, and arson…with building with medium amounts 
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of vegetation experiencing 42% less crime than those with low amounts.”43 Green spaces within 

urban environments are certainly helpful, and should be a significant focus when considering 

urban design. However, experts in the field of nature exposure all seem to come to a consensus 

that going into the wild expanse of the natural, untamed world has incredibly restorative benefits 

that exceed the sum of its parts. There is something about the freshness, the astoundingly 

complex biological complexity of deep woodland and green expanses that allows us to achieve a 

deeper serenity and desire to share it with others. Being able to harness this feeling, and to 

prescribe it to those in need of it, will be instrumental if we hope to use nature exposure to its full 

restorative potential. 

Hopefully, from this compilation of current research concerning the efficacy of nature 

exposure as a therapeutic agent for treatment and prevention of many chronic illnesses, one 

would be thoroughly convinced that use of both deep nature areas and urban greenspace should 

be purported as a highly useful, legitimate, cost-effective and renewable health behavior. While 

research must continue to further bolster the claim that nature has a scientific basis for its 

restorative effects on human health, we should be more than comfortable asserting that nature 

exposure can be highly beneficial for people of all walks of life. Unfortunately, there are 

currently severe discrepancies in both who typically engages in nature exposure activities and 

what types of activities people engage in, which can contribute to inequalities in health outcomes 

given the restorative effects conferred by nature exposure. In this next chapter, I hope to identify 

key demographics that currently cannot or do not access nature exposure activities, in order to 

cater a public health initiative to the specific needs of those marginalized populations.  
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Chapter Three: Who is Currently Engaging in Nature Exposure Activities? 

We live in a time marked by ever-increasing urbanization, with more than 50% of global 

populations currently living in urban areas and increasingly large numbers migrating to urban 

centers each year.44 Concurrent with this recent urban migration has been a dramatic increase in 

the incidence of chronic illnesses, such as heart disease, type II diabetes, many types of cancers, 

and a wide array of mental illnesses, resulting in a massive burden on 1st world healthcare. It is 

integral that public health initiatives be developed to alleviate this burden by reducing 

environmental factors and individual behaviors that contribute to the severity and occurrence of 

these chronic health conditions if we wish to prevent healthcare costs from ballooning to 

unmanageable levels in the near future. Current research shows that many aspects of modern 

urban lifestyles, such as high levels of chronic stress and sedentary conditions of both work and 

recreational environments can contribute significantly to developing chronic health issues such 

as the ones mentioned above.45,46 Nature exposure, where one spends time alone or in a group 

interacting within natural landscapes, has recently been highlighted in scientific literature as a 

highly effective way to lower blood pressure, reduce symptoms of chronic stress exposure, and 

promote a state of wellbeing and calm while alleviating anxiety and providing environments 

where one can freely exercise.47 While the exact physiological mechanisms that allow nature 

exposure to have such restorative effects on urban dwellers are not yet completely characterized, 

a particularly interesting phenomena is the effectiveness of exposure on people of lower 

socioeconomic status, cutting through income-based health inequalities to help improve the 
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health of those who are disproportionately affect by chronic illnesses and would struggle most to 

handle the burden of treatment.48 Due to the large amount of promise shown in nature exposure’s 

effectiveness, public health initiatives that focus on populations currently underrepresented in 

greenspace visitation would be most useful as a cost-efficient measure to reduce stress and 

promote wellness of the general populace. 

Using cross-sectional studies of urban greenspace usage in the US, we can form a 

characteristic demographic profile of who is currently visiting urban parks. This is key 

information, as once we understand what demographics are not utilizing a health behavior, we 

can proceed with understanding why they do not currently utilize the health behavior, and then 

use community health frameworks to encourage and assist in their participation in nature 

exposure activities.  

  Males are more frequent visitors overall, making up 57% of the total population 

measured. This discrepancy was largest in the teenager group, with 65% of teen visitors being 

male. With respect to age group, children and teenagers are overrepresented, comprising 38% 

and 13% of the distribution despite only making up 20% and 7% of the US population. An 

opposite trend is seen with adults and seniors, making up 53% and 20% of the US population, 

but only comprising 45% and 4% of the park visitor distribution, with senior attendance having 

the largest underrepresentation of any age group. This study also found that park visitation rates 

are affected by socioeconomic status, with parks in high poverty areas being used for 1,380 

person hours per week compared to 1,690 person hours per week in low poverty areas. For every 

10% increase in the local household poverty level, there was a corresponding 12% decrease in 
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park use.49 Another important factor is one’s proximity to the park, with the odds of extended 

park use in children increasing fourfold for every 100 meter decrease in the distance between 

their house and the nearest park.50 In terms of ethnic groups, all ethnicities tend to visit urban 

parks within their respective neighborhoods at similar rates, but many factors such as 

accessibility, safety and the types of activities available for participation will potentially affect 

their tendency to visit. A good example of this is evidenced in a CDC survey on use of 

community parks, which showed that while the occurrence of surveyed adults having taken an 

active visit to a community park in the last year varied across ethnic groups, (57% of African 

Americans, 68% of Hispanics and Whites, and 72% of other ethnicities), these differences were 

heavily associated with whether or not the individual felt that their local park was safe, but only 

for certain ethnic groups (non-Hispanic whites and African Americans).51 The fact that this 

association does not apply to all of the ethnic groups featured in the study further solidifies that 

these concerns, such as park safety and cleanliness, vary in severity from community to 

community, and that there is not a clear and significant discrepancy in urban park usage related 

to ethnicity in metropolitan areas around the US.   

 On the other hand, one can find documented major ethnic discrepancies in the 

populations of national park visitors. Through the Comprehensive Survey of the American 

Public commissioned by the National Park Service, we can see that in 2003, only 27% of 

Hispanics and 13% of African Americans had visited deep nature areas within the last two years 

compared to 36% of Whites.52 A second follow up survey in 2011 found that these inequalities 
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still exist, with 32% of Hispanics and 28% of African Americans visiting deep nature areas 

within the last two years compared to 53% of Whites.53 We can see from these statistics that 

plans already put in action to attract more minority visitors to natural areas has been effective, 

but numbers remain substantially low, especially for African Americans, who have the lowest 

turnout despite being the largest minority race group in America, and inequities between White 

attendance rates and minority attendance rates are still prevalent.54 Factors such as age and 

education level for a typical national park visitor varied based on ethnicity, with White visitors 

typically being older (average age of 50) and more educated (60% of visitors surveyed possessed 

a Bachelor’s degree or higher) and Hispanic and African American visitors being youngest 

(average age of 35) and less educated (17% of Hispanic and 25% of African American visitors 

possessed a Bachelor’s degree or higher). It is also worthy to note the differences in 

socioeconomic statuses of the typical visitor from these groups, with white visitors most likely to 

report their annual income as higher than $200,000, and Hispanic and African American groups 

being most likely to report their annual income as lower than $25,000.55 Furthermore, a survey in 

the Santa Monica Mountains Recreation Area in California found that while 95% of groups of 

visitors possessed a White visitor, only 8% and 4% of groups possessed a Hispanic or African 

American member, respectively.56 This suggests that when minorities do visit a national park, 

they do so in large groups and with other minorities. While both Hispanic and African American 

demographics are considered underrepresented in their visitation, other minorities, such as Asian 

American and Native American, make up a proportion of natural park visitors that are roughly 

equal to their representation in American society.  
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 There are numerous other demographic factors that characterize those who embark into 

natural spaces. One major demographic to consider is speakers of the dominant language of the 

land. It makes sense that if you do not speak the local language, you will feel discouraged from 

participating in activities that cause you to become isolated from familiar society or feel 

potentially unsafe or lost. While it is markedly hard to incorporate these types of groups into 

surveys due to either their tourist or immigrant nature, one survey of national parks saw a 

sizable, yet smaller than expected, increase in the representation of the Hispanic demographic 

after creating a Spanish version of the survey in order to include the non-English speaking 

Hispanic portion of the population.57 This implies that a greater portion of non-English speaking 

Hispanics avoid national parks when compared to English-speaking Hispanics, and we can 

reasonably predict similar patterns in the US for other ethnicities with traditional languages other 

than English.  

 Another major characteristic of those who expose themselves to nature is having prior 

experience in a natural setting, particularly in childhood. Two related survey studies in Australia 

and Germany were conducted to investigate the relationship between one’s childhood nature 

experiences and one’s current adult nature experiences. These two particular study locations 

were used to solidify any found correlation, as Australia is a largely rural, naturalized country 

with an instrumental emphasis on access to nature, while Germany is more industrialized and 

sees nature exposure in a more romantic and moralistic light. In both studies, a strong positive 

relationship was found between level of previous childhood nature exposure and the level of 

nature exposure currently experienced as an adult, regardless of location or ease of access to 
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natural landscapes.58  These adults were also more likely to take their children into nature, 

demonstrating that introducing children to nature is a highly effective way to create higher 

interest in nature exposure activities through successive generations, as they will grow up to be 

adults who enjoy nature, and will expose the next generation to natural activities, and so on.  

 In addition to prior experience, the recreational nature activities that one is interested in 

plays a huge role in whether or not one exposes oneself to nature, as well as determines the types 

of benefits gained and time required for one’s nature exposure experience. A recent report on 

trends in natural recreation shows that there are 16 main activities that those that visit nature are 

most interested in and that have grown in interest most rapidly from 2000-2007, and thus the 

current natural infrastructure supports these activities more commonly than others: “viewing or 

photographing flowers and trees, viewing or photographing natural scenery, driving off-road, 

viewing or photographing birds and other wildlife, kayaking, backpacking, snowboarding, rock 

climbing, visiting nature centers, hunting, mounting climbing, visiting water or ocean beach, and 

visiting wilderness/sightseeing”.59 So, any individual who fits into this demographic of enjoying 

these activities is much more likely to expose themselves to nature, particularly deep nature such 

as national parks, and green spaces with features that allow for these activities would logically be 

more frequently visited. While this is a general overview of population interest, we can find 

evidence that there are dramatic differences between demographic groups, particularly age and 

ethnicity, in what activities are enjoyed and facilities desired. For example, a 1999 study of 

African American and White visitors of Apalachicola National Forest showed significant 

differences in woodland activity preference, with Whites participating in activities such as 
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picnicking, relaxing, hiking, camping, nature observation, and kayaking at significantly higher 

rates than African American visitors. Interestingly, rates of consumptive activities such as 

fishing, hunting, and collecting wildlife samples were similar between groups.60 With respect to 

urban green spaces, the facilities preferred by different age groups differ greatly. Teenagers and 

children tend to use swimming pools, skate parks, and basketball courts much more than other 

age groups, while adults and seniors tend to utilize features like walking loops, exercise 

areas/gymnasiums, and fitness zones.61  

 Using this demographic data, a succinct idea of what demographic groups participate in 

different forms of nature exposure activities can be synthesized. Attention to the differences in 

nature exposure participation across various demographics is instrumental in improving green 

spaces to be more inclusive to marginalized, underrepresented populations. With this 

information, we can delve deeper into the motivations behind why certain demographics lack 

nature exposure using theoretical models commonly used by public health agencies, which will 

allow us to better educate the targeted populations and reform the current health behavior trends. 
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Chapter Four: Understanding Motives behind Recreational Nature Exposure  

Despite living in an age of urbanization and industrialization, or perhaps spurred by the 

trends of this time, interest in nature exposure and nature-based activities is on the rise.62 

However, certain demographics remain dramatically underrepresented in natural activity spheres, 

due to several psychosocial factors. With these marginalized demographics, such as Hispanics, 

African Americans and the elderly, expected to grow substantially in the coming years, it is in 

the best interest of public health systems to identify the underlying causes for these discrepancies 

and to compensate for them. Using established psychological theory, namely the Health Belief 

Model and Integrated Behavior Model, we will cover the many perceived benefits and barriers 

that people considering exposure to nature encounter, as well as how perceived norms as well as 

self-efficacy and attitudes can severely impact whether an individual will decide to take a trip to 

their local community park or embark on a journey to a national park or hiking trail.  

 While the Health Belief Model is generally limited to health behaviors that serve to avoid 

or prevent the occurrence of deleterious health outcomes (such as condom usage or brushing 

one's teeth), we can see that due to the restorative health effects of nature exposure, the Health 

Belief Model can work quite well as an analysis tool. The Health Belief Model primarily looks at 

what perceived benefits exist for nature exposure that could serve to reduce the severity of 

chronic illness or lower the individual’s susceptibility to chronic illness. Additionally, whether or 

not an individual actually goes out into nature will depend on their perceived susceptibility to 

and severity of chronic illnesses, as well as perceived barriers and cues to action.  

 Perceived benefits play a major role in whether or not an individual takes part in a health 

behavior, as one has to believe in the efficacy of an advised action to reduce the risk or 
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seriousness of a deleterious outcome. A 2014 survey project seeking to identify the perceived 

benefits of nature exposure found that they fell under three main themes: Social Benefits, such as 

nature aiding in providing harmony when communicating with others, in maintaining social 

commitments, and in helping with understanding other people and becoming more empathic; 

Relaxation and Well-being, such as nature allowing one to feel happy and carefree, to forget 

troubles and redirect attention, and to reduce anxiety by attenuating stress in a calming 

atmosphere; and Physiological Benefits, such as nature improving physical health through 

weight loss, stress reduction, or improved cardiovascular health.63 From these perceived benefits, 

one can reason that if an individual feels more perceived susceptibility to disorders or issues that 

nature exposure might resolve, such as loneliness, social anxiety, stress-related issues, or chronic 

illness that could be reduced through improved physical fitness, then they would be more pushed 

towards the action of exploring nature. Similarly, if one perceives that these issues mentioned 

above are particularly severe or detrimental to their well being, they will be even more energized 

to action. One weakness of using the Health Belief Model on the behavior of nature exposure is 

that these perceived notions of susceptibility and severity, while helpful, do not necessarily need 

to be present in order to engage someone in nature exposure, as someone can simply enjoy 

nature exposure activities and reap the benefits without considering the potential health effects 

that would occur without nature exposure. However, we can see how these factors, such as 

motivation to prevent potential onset or progression of chronic conditions or mental illness 

through activities in nature, would increase the likelihood that one would participate.  

 Perceived barriers, or the beliefs about the tangible and psychological costs of exposing 

oneself to nature, serve as the strongest determinant of action for health behaviors, and can 
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essentially be broken down into two main categories of barriers that one might encounter with 

nature exposure: Structural and Social. In terms of perceived structural barriers, there are 

numerous logistical and economic reasons that one might not make the effort of going out into 

nature. They range from the park or enclosure being too far away, expense factors such as 

transportation, lodging, equipment, food and entrance costs, and inaccessibility to people with 

physical impairments. These perceived barriers, while present among all ethnic groups, seem to 

affect minority groups and those with low socioeconomic status the most, with significant 

differences in the concerns about these issues present between Whites and other ethnic groups.64 

Current literature reinforces the legitimacy of this perceived barrier, such as a study of visitation 

rates of Cleveland parks that found that the higher the respondent’s socioeconomic status, the 

lower the amount of structural perceived barriers felt.65 Another chief example is the National 

Park Service Comprehensive Survey of the American Public, which showed that in both national 

park visitors and national park non-visitors, minority groups such as Hispanics, African 

Americans, Asian Americans, and Native Americans all claimed that barriers of cost and 

distance were a detriment to visiting national parks at rates higher than Whites. Additionally, one 

significant barrier for some individuals is an utter lack of knowledge and unfamiliarity with 

nature, which may compound with other barriers such as lack of language skills and perception 

of cost to make nature exposure ventures unwelcoming and complicated. This is evidenced by 

the 2011 National Park Service Comprehensive Survey of the American Public, which showed 

that the most widely endorsed complaint about national parks across non-visitors of all 

ethnicities was that they “just don’t know that much about National Park System units”.66 
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 The other major perceived barrier to nature exposure is that of social barriers involving 

discrimination. Whether real or perceived, discrimination has pervasive and damaging effects on 

any type of social environment.67 It is thought that perceptions of discrimination or fears about 

safety or social acceptance can prevent certain ethnic groups from travelling to isolated natural 

areas or participating in certain activities. There are a number of studies that have been done to 

solidify this notion. The National Survey on Recreation found that concerns about personal 

safety that limited outdoor recreation frequency were significantly more common in African 

Americans compared to Whites.68 This fear of discrimination likely leads ethnic minorities that 

have been historically the subject of racism, such as African American men and women, to avoid 

nature activities that involve isolation, due to fear that they will be harassed or abused due to 

their race and the implication that rural, less-developed areas may provide an environment where 

racist individuals would easily be able to commit a hate-crime without discovery or legal 

repercussions.69 This fear that minority presence in natural areas is not welcome may not be 

entirely inaccurate; a visitor survey at Grand Canyon National Park revealed that when visitors 

evaluated crowding and comfort levels when analyzing photographs with assorted numbers and 

grouping of White and African American hikers, White visitors rated their comfort level 

significantly lower for pictures depicting all African American visitors when compared to the 

same number of White visitors.70 This suggests that there is some truth to the notion that 

discrimination serves as a perceived barrier to minorities, and additional studies show that these 

barriers affect more than just African Americans. In national park surveys, both Hispanics and 

African Americans were significantly more likely than Whites “to perceive the parks as unsafe or 
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unpleasant and to believe that NPS personnel give poor service”. Spanish-speaking Hispanics 

reported even more negative opinions of parks than English-speaking Hispanics, with 35% of 

Spanish-speakers agreeing with the statement “National Park System units are unpleasant places 

for me to be” compared to only 9% of English-speaking Hispanics 71, showing that non-English 

speakers suffer an additional level of discrimination, whether it be real or perceived, that affects 

their perception of barriers to outdoor recreation. Another prime example of discrimination 

causing an ethnic group to fear activities they would enjoy otherwise is a study examining the 

effects of the September 11th attacks on recreational choices and settings for Muslim Americans, 

which found that discrimination affected both the type of leisure activities and the settings which 

the Muslim Americans felt comfortable recreating in.72  

 Calls to action are another important aspect of the Health Belief Model that must be 

considered when thinking of potential interventions, as people will often not pursue health 

behaviors, despite high perceived benefit and perceived susceptibility/severity, and need to be 

prompted by public health initiatives. For example, simple marketing materials, in the form of 

fliers or posters, are a fantastic call to action for urban parks, serving as a cost-effective 

communication method to simply remind the nearby communities that the parks exist and are 

available for use. A national study of neighborhood park use in the US found that “The presence 

of marketing materials, such as banners, posters, and signs was associated with a 62% (β=0.48, 

p=0.003) increase in the number of park users.”73 Additionally, social media campaigns have 

been used often as a way to attract populations who might otherwise not engage with nature, as 

reaching them through their smartphone or computer screen allows for greater penetrance into 
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targeted populations. Mass social media engagement campaigns have been used to great success, 

such as the “30 Days Wild” campaign in the UK, which attempted to recruit people through a 

simple call to action to do something wild and in nature every day throughout the month of June. 

Using calls to action such as promoting over 100 suggested nature activities on a 30 Days Wild 

website, sending 12 emails throughout the month of June to keep participants on task, and 

allowing participants to share participation and progress on social media to initiate peer 

modelling from friends, the 30 Days Wild initiative was able to engage an estimated 18,500 

individuals and, through calls to action, generated over 300,000 engagements with nature.74  

 An important factor in the Health Belief Model that we have yet to explicitly mention is 

the impact of self-efficacy on health behaviors, meaning whether or not an individual is 

confident that they can go out and participate in nature exposure in an effective and appropriate 

way in order to reap the positive health benefits. Many factors can affect one’s self-efficacy, 

specifically perceived barriers such as lack of specific knowledge or training in natural activities, 

one’s attitudes about how they will be perceived participating in nature exposure and how that 

will affect their ability to complete the activity successfully, and degree of confidence that one 

could overcome structural barriers that make nature exposure difficult. Empowering target 

demographics through education and peer-modeling are effective ways to improve self-efficacy, 

as it reduces perceived barriers while providing a model to follow and improving confidence in 

outcome-efficacy, meaning the belief that one’s participation will yield the advertised health 

benefits.  

 Using the Integrated Behavior Model, a psychological theory which expands upon the 

Health Belief Model to include other helpful aspects of community health behavior trends, we 
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can analyze how additional factors present in populations of interest, such as attitudes, norms, 

and personal agency, can greatly impact one’s intention to perform the behavior, which will help 

determine the likelihood of an individual engaging in nature exposure activities. While there is 

some significant overlap between aspects of the Health Belief Model and Integrated Behavior 

Model, IBM has some important components that should be considered for the behavior of 

nature exposure, primarily attitudes and norms. Attitudes “are determined by the individual’s 

beliefs about outcomes or attributes of performing the behavior, weighted by evaluations of those 

outcomes or attributes”, and can be organized into two categories, experiential and 

instrumental.75 Experiential attitudes are an individual’s emotional response to a behavior, or the 

belief that they will enjoy participating in the activity, that the actual experience will be 

pleasurable. While no formal analysis has been done on nature exposure attitudes using the 

Integrated Behavior Model, we know that many factors, such as ethnic group and age, can have 

large effects on one’s experiential attitude toward a nature exposure activity. For instance, a 

range of different recreational activities qualify as nature exposure, so depending on which 

activity is asked about, one would receive radically different answers. It has been shown that the 

elderly and older adults are much more likely to come to parks with walking loops and fitness 

areas rather than pools or playgrounds.76 So, we would see much more positive experiential 

attitudes for these groups compared to teenagers and children, with opposite trends likely to be 

observed for structures like skate parks or swimming pools. Likewise, it has been shown that 

while ethnic groups often share interests in some outdoor activities, such as fishing and hunting, 
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interest in other types of natural activities can vary drastically with sex and ethnicity, resulting in 

variations in experiential attitudes across ethnicities as well.77  

 Instrumental attitudes are one’s belief that the health behavior will have the anticipated 

effect once performed. At first glance, this definition is very similar to perceived benefits from 

the Health Belief Model, and as we have clearly seen, the perceived benefits of nature exposure 

are well-documented. However, factors like perceived barriers can affect instrumental attitudes, 

as barriers to the outcome would cause the behavior to not have the anticipated effect, despite the 

fact that the benefits of the action are known. An example of this would be the aforementioned 

perceived barrier of discrimination of minorities who venture out into natural spaces. Even if a 

minority knew about the many mental and physical benefits of nature exposure, they might still 

have a negative instrumental attitude towards natural activities that involve isolation, as they 

would fear being the subject of discrimination and abuse which would eliminate any usefulness 

of the health behavior. In other words, the outcome expectation of a Hispanic or African 

American woman might be a relaxed state of mind and an opportunity to exercise, but it will also 

likely be harassment or abuse based on the factors of sex or race.  

 Social norms are another important determining factor in deciding whether an individual 

intends to take part in a behavior, and is made up of two components: injunctive norms, and 

descriptive norms. Injunctive norms describe an individual’s perception of whether the people 

around them will approve of their actions while participating in a nature exposure activity. 

Discrimination should again be considered for the perceived injunctive norms of minorities, 

based on the study that showed that White park visitors were more likely to be uncomfortable 
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when a trail was filled with African American visitors compared to Whites.78 This persistent 

sense of not belonging may lead some minorities to feel constant negative injunctive norms when 

out in nature, especially if amongst a predominately White crowd, which would discourage 

participation. Descriptive norms also play an important factor, determining if an individual feels 

that what they are participating in is normal for someone like them. We have already discussed 

the fact that certain ethnicities stereotypically prefer different outdoor activities, and that rates of 

attendance vary between ethnic groups with Whites attending most and African Americans 

attending least for many outdoor activities.79 Additional focus group studies show that certain 

activities, such as hiking, square-dancing, swimming in natural lakes or rivers, and ice skating 

are thought to be mostly White activities, while basketball and jump rope are heavily associated 

with African American activity.80 These stereotypes can have major effects on one’s descriptive 

norms concerning nature exposure, and can heavily affect if and how one decides to participate 

in activities involving green space.  

 It is important to note that the components of attitude and social norms, as well as the 

factor of perceived control (very similar to self-efficacy, which has been covered prior) all 

determine whether an individual intention to participate is present. Using the Integrated 

Behavior Model, we must look at additional factors such as environmental barriers, knowledge 

and skills possessed, and how commonly the individual participates in this activity, to determine 

whether or not the individual actually goes through with participation. This review of literature 

detailing the demographic and psychosocial factors that affect participation in nature exposure 

shows that consideration of the factors that determine marginalized population’s intention to 
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explore natural settings, as well as minimalizing environmental barriers and providing 

knowledge and opportunities to participate, are suggested steps put forth by the Integrated 

Behavior Model if we hope to promote a more inclusive, physically fit, and mentally awake 

society through nature exposure activity.  
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Chapter Five: Media Interventions to Implement as part of a Public Health Initiative 

Social media, now a pillar of our urban society and integral to our communication 

mediums and methods of self-expression and self-image, has exploded in popularity since its 

inception at the turn of the millennium. Upwards of 65% of all adults currently use some form of 

social medium, and more than 90% of children and young adults are using it, with people living 

in suburban and urban areas using it markedly more than rural residents (68% and 64% 

compared to 58%).81 In addition, social media is used at similar levels by all racial and 

socioeconomic groups: 65% of Whites and Hispanics, and 56% of African Americans use social 

media, and while historically more educated and wealthy populations have dominated social 

media presence, in recent years populations from the lowest socioeconomic groups have 

increased their use of social media, with 56% of the population from the “less than 30k” income 

bracket using some form of social media.82 Although the potentially harmful effects of 

information technology have been discussed in this thesis, social media seems to be an excellent 

avenue to achieve deep market penetration into many different types of populations within any 

given area, as it allows public health workers to display messages and advertisements in a highly 

visible and interactive setting. 

 One great example of mass media outreach used to compel people to go out into deep 

nature spaces is the “30 Days Wild” Campaign, created by the UK-based charity The Wildlife 

Trusts in June 2015. One consequence of our recent adoption of high-tech information 

technology and urbanity is that many see themselves as distinct and separate from nature.83 As a 

result, calls to action and persistent reminders that nature exposure is beneficial and exists in an 
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accessible way is an effective way to increase frequency of visitation to nature spaces, as people 

will often not readily go out into nature if they feel distinct from it.84 30 Days Wild utilized 

multiple avenues of social media in order to attract attention and provide calls to action, 

including “a bloggers pack, a twitter account, a Facebook group, social media graphics, a 

campaign film, a series of 12 emails sent to participants throughout June and dedicated web 

pages at mywildlife.org.uk/30DaysWild”.85 In these, a cue to action to simply “do something 

wild” was put forth, prompting people who may already know that nature exposure is beneficial 

but simply haven’t made the effort to activate their readiness and take action. In order to 

overcome one major perceived barrier to non-visitors of natural areas, that they simply don’t 

know very much about where green spaces are and what to do there, 30 Days Wild supplies a 

myriad of easily accessible information on their website. The initiative listed approximately 180 

activities that one can participate in in a natural setting, labeled as “Random Acts of Wildness” 

and encompassing a wide variety of natural activities, which could be customized depending on 

the individual’s desired level of immersion and physical activity. This component sought to 

boost the participant’s self-efficacy, encouraging those that might think that due to their lack of 

familiarity with nature exposure or inexperience, they would be unable to participate in 

wilderness activities. A section of the website dedicated to finding local nature enclosures around 

one’s area, labeled “Explore your local patch”, also helps to increase self-efficacy by reinforcing 

that nature exposure is accessible and in your neighborhood, waiting to be explored. A larger 

part of 30 Days Wild’s effectiveness can be attributed to peer modeling, as the use of multiple 

social media outlets and the option for people to become “30 Days Wild bloggers”, sharing their 
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nature adventures and the benefits they are reaping from nature exposure, allows for visibility of 

participation across social media platforms. From the Social Diffusion Theory, we know that this 

promotes a cascade effect of participation as conformists join the fold and adopt the initiative 

due to frequent social media postings from the early adopters.86 As a result, 12,400 people signed 

up for the 30 Days Wild initiative, resulting in an estimated 300,000 nature interactions brought 

about by the social media campaign.87 No demographic analysis was done in the study of the 

participants, but the 30 Days Wild Initiative did little to expressly include minority groups 

typically excluded in nature activities, so future initiatives should improve by demonstrating that 

natural activity is accessible by all individuals regardless of race or socioeconomic status. 

 Beyond simple use of social media sites, another method of mass media penetrance that 

is especially effective in our modern society is through the use of mobile smartphone technology. 

64% of adults in the US possess a smartphone, with young adults having the highest percentage 

of ownership at 85%. Although upfront cost and monthly payments serve as a barrier for those of 

low socioeconomic status, smartphones are often seen as a necessity in our society, with 80% of 

owners feeling the phone was worth the cost and 46% believing that they could not live without 

their phone, explaining why 50% of the under 30k income bracket still finds room in their budget 

for a smartphone.88 Downloadable applications on smartphones have been proven to have the 

ability to mobilize massive amounts of people if the application is popular and engaging, 

evidenced by the recent phenomena of the Pokemon GO! mobile game application serving as a 

way to promote physical exercise and outdoor exploration in a previously hard to reach 
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demographic.89  Knowing the widespread use and dependence on smartphone technology, using 

this as an avenue for intervention would be a particularly effective media outreach intervention.  

 The “Park Hop” initiative, a collaborative project created by the seven parks and 

recreation agencies of Greenville County, South Carolina, is an excellent example of how the use 

of smartphone applications as a form of mass media outreach can increase nature exposure 

activity frequency in youth and family demographics. Greenville County served as an ideal 

testing site for a nature exposure intervention, as the area was racially and socioeconomically 

diverse, and 41.1% of youth were overweight or obese, so a community-based solution was 

needed.90 The Park Hop program was developed as a summer-long scavenger hunt based out of 

17 parks across Greenville County, advertised as a fun and easy family recreation experience. 

Exposure was first achieved through multiple mediums: four digital billboards were placed at 

major intersections advertised the program, as well as five newspaper articles and two television 

advertisements; the program had an active Facebook and Twitter which was accessible to 

participants; flyers printed with QR codes linking to the Park Hop website were distributed to 

several elementary schools across the county, as well as Park Hop stickers with a recognizable 

logo and link to the website provided.91 Attention was maintained through the alluring incentive 

of completing a Park Hop passport, a park trivia scavenger hunt “strategically designed to 

encourage park visitation and facilitate exploration and interaction with park features in an effort 

to promote physical activity”, which could be easily accessed through a smartphone application. 

There was also the added incentive of being entered into a prize drawing by participating, with 
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the potential prize options increasing with the amount of scavenger hunt objectives completed.92 

It should be noted that the passport was also available in print and through the Park Hop website, 

so the intervention was still accessible to those without smartphone access, although smartphone 

users had the convenience of a highly portable passport that they could use to upload their 

progress directly. Comprehension was then achieved through a simple to navigate website and 

smartphone app interface, which allowed children and parents to sign up for the activity together 

and easily understand the program. Once information about the program was sufficiently 

conveyed, persuasion to actually take action was enacted through the Park Hop scavenger hunt 

and smartphone app, as it allowed children and families to see the amount and diversity of green 

spaces in their neighborhood, and demonstrated that it is easy to interact with nature in a fun and 

educational way. The smartphone app displayed the location of parks in the close proximity to 

the user through the use of the smartphone's GPS, and the scavenger hunt questions were 

designed to promote both physical activity and increase knowledge about and connection to the 

natural spaces. In addition, the program utilized branding through a cartoon Park Hop frog, 

designed to be recognizable and elicit a positive emotional response. Through this, Park Hop 

hoped to create an attitude change in the population that felt that park areas were inaccessible to 

them, that there were no fun activities to participate in, or that they needed more technical 

knowledge to participate. Once the families actually began to take part in the program, skill 

acquisition was facilitated through the different scavenger hunt objectives, in the hope that a 

behavior change will occur once families see that green spaces are easily accessible and fun 

places to both see nature and physically exercise.  

 Because of their successful execution of communicating their program and its benefits to 
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the public, Park Hop was able to facilitate nature exposure activities averaging 87.1 minutes per 

child for 231 youth and their families, with all but 1 child (99.6%) claiming that they had 

explored a park that they have never seen before and the average participant exploring 7 new 

parks. In a post-participation survey, metrics such as “My child enjoyed participating”, “My 

family will participate again”, and “I would recommend Park Hop to a friend” all received a 

mean score of 4.6, with 5 being labelled as strongly agree. 93  These metrics demonstrate that 

Park Hop was successful as a program to increase the amount of exploration and activity in local 

greenspaces, and create an atmosphere where children and families can have positive 

introductory recreational experiences within greenspaces. However, it should be noticed that the 

population who participated in the post-participation survey (143 out of 231 participants) were 

dominantly White (92%) and Non-Hispanic (94.7%), and only 3% of respondents belonged to 

the under 25k income bracket. This indicates that future initiatives like Park Hop need to focus 

communication and persuasion efforts on underrepresented demographics, and improve 

evaluative survey methods to include a more complete picture of the population that 

participated.94 

 Now, I would like to go into detail about the different aspects of my suggested mass 

media interventions and cover the theoretical foundations that the component is based upon. 

Using a framework like the Transtheoretical Model for Behavior Change will be the simplest and 

clearest way to show how my various intervention suggestions fit together to provide the best 

initiative for increasing nature exposure activities. The Transtheoretical Model utilizes social 
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cognitive theory to analyze the progression of motivating health behavior changes through five 

stages:  pre-contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance.95 

 For the first step of motivating change, from pre-contemplative to contemplative, usage 

of a racially inclusive mass-media campaign, such as posters that include minorities in the 

advertisement and a social media campaign that encourages all people, regardless of race or 

socioeconomic status, to participate in the fun, free nature activities available to them, is integral 

to prompting an emotional response to begin fighting against pre-existing social norms. By 

showing that both deep nature areas and urban greenspace can be fun and safe for all walks of 

life, we can fight against descriptive norms, like the thought that minorities' presence in 

greenspace is unwelcomed and that they don’t belong in nature spaces, in addition to fighting 

injunctive norms, like the thought that minorities do not hike or waterski because it’s an 

exclusively white activity. Social media campaigns will aid in this altering of norms while 

promoting even greater numbers of people shifting to contemplative through use of peer 

modeling, as people will see their peers, some of them the same race or social class as them, 

posting about their involvement in the program through online social media, prompting the 

individual to no longer see a perceived barrier to nature exposure activities due to their personal 

characteristics. In both the poster advertisement and the social media campaign, use of 

behavioral journalism to promote further peer modeling and increase the legitimacy of the 

campaign will also be very important. This can be done through interviews with individuals from 

the target demographic who have overcome perceived barriers and received significant benefits 

from the health behavior. These quotes will demonstrate the efficacy of the treatment, serve to 

provide a real, living example of what nature exposure can do to one’s mental and physical 
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health, and demonstrate that it is easily obtainable. I have already interviewed a member of the 

local Austin community, a family friend who fits the profile of a minority individual who has 

adopted nature exposure behaviors, and excerpts from the interview, such as " I didn't really 

grow up hiking or fishing or anything", "My abuela told us not to go out into the woods alone", 

"saw that a lot of the adults were Hispanic like me",  and " as long as you are being respectful of 

your surroundings and not being obnoxious, you will always be left to your own devices" can 

easily be incorporated into mass media advertising to provide credibility (Appendix 1). Similar 

community partnerships can be created with other representative minority individuals to ensure 

that the campaign is as inclusive as possible.  

  In an effort to particularly appeal to a younger demographic and families, the use of an 

interactive e-game that can only be utilized within a greenspace will provide a huge boost in the 

experiential attitude towards nature exposure felt by children, and will improve the chances that 

they will be motivated not only to interact with nature, but convince their whole family to go out 

into natural areas to enjoy the space as well as play the game. I feel the best way that one could 

incorporate this is by partnering with an existing popular mobile application that children are 

already interested in, and facilitate a partnership between the company that works on this 

application and the Austin Parks and Recreation department (PARD) to create a pilot promotion 

to get people more involved in local parks and hiking trails while also playing the e-game, which 

benefits the company. For example, the mobile game Pokémon GO! surged in popularity in 

recent years as a GPS-based mobile application that allowed you to find and catch Pokémon in 

the real world, through the augmented reality lens of your smartphone. A partnership between 

Niantic, the creators of the app, and PARD could facilitate a special promotion I call Pokémon 

GO! : Safari Zone, where children and families who go out into deep nature spaces and urban 
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greenspaces around Austin receive added benefits in the game, like increased experience points 

gain and chances to catch rare Pokémon. Participants would get a "Safari Badge" in the game, 

and answering park trivia questions and doing special nature activity tasks, with the details being 

provided by PARD, would award players with bonus material like special Safari Pokeballs or 

special aesthetic items. This type of interactive game, where children are engaged by familiar 

media, but also interacting with park features in a meaningful way, is an ideal set-up for the e-

game component of my intervention. If this would be impossible due to lack of commitment by 

Niantic, a similar promotion could be done without it, like a scavenger hunt similar to the 

ParkHop campaign or a completely unique game, depending on the resources and staff 

available.96 
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Example of Proposed Intervention: Racially Inclusive Poster Design 

State Parks: They’re for Everyone! 

Cultural Places, Natural Spaces 

 

Did you know that activity in natural areas has been proven to: 

 Reduce stress and mental fatigue 

 Help you lose weight and improve heart health 

 Connect with you with other people in the community 

Austin, Texas has over 300 parks and countless miles of walking trails, 

just waiting to be explored! 

Testimony from a 38-year old father, husband, and proud Hispanic: “Nature exposure 

activities are something I can actively do as I get older, I’ve made lots of friends doing it, 

and I feel much more at ease these days, and happier!” 

Contact Austin Parks and Recreation Department for more information on a park near YOU! 

http://www.austintexas.gov/department/parks-and-recreation 

 

512-974-6700 
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Example of Proposed Intervention: Potential E-Game Promotional Material 

 

NEW Pokémon GO! Update: SAFARI ZONE 

Exclusive to the Austin Area through Partnership with Austin Parks and 

Recreation! 

Explore parks and nature areas around your neighborhood! 

Encounter ultra-rare Pokémon! 

Earn exclusive Safari gear and equipment! 

Become the Pokémon Master you’ve always wanted to be! 

  

 How to begin your Safari: 

1. Go to your local Austin Parks and Recreation Office, or go to 

http://www.austintexas.gov/department/safari, and obtain your special Safari 

Badge Code. 

2. Go to select state parks and hiking trails in Austin, Texas 

3. Pokémon GO! will provide fun and interactive ways to explore the natural 

area while collecting rare Pokémon and earning special gear, like the Safari 

Hat and Safari Balls! 
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Appendix 1. Behavioral Journalism Interview with Hispanic man, 38, who previously did not 

participate in nature exposure activities but now is an avid hiker and outdoorsman 

 

Hello, and thanks for sitting down with me today. As you know, I’m doing a project all about the 

effects of nature-based outdoor activity, which I understand you are a huge proponent of, although 

this was not always the case. What led you to start thinking about nature exposure? 

Yeah, it’s kind of a funny story! I didn’t really grow up hiking or fishing or anything, but I spend so 

much time doing those things now. I grew up in Austin, downtown near Cesar Chavez, and spent 

most of my time hanging out with friends or playing video games. I grew up, and eventually had a kid 

of my own, and I always assumed my kid would do the same things I did as a kid. But, the Boy 

Scouts and outdoor adventure clubs are a really big thing at my son’s school, and he’s really involved 

in it, he loves it. He started asking me to come out and be part of the experience, to come on 

campouts and have a leadership position in his scout troop. Although I wasn’t really a “nature guy” 

per se, I wanted to spend time with my son, so I really started considering doing more nature 

activities then. 

What gave you the confidence to do it? 

Well, yeah, I always had my reservations. My abuela always told us not to go out into the woods 

alone, that there might be dangerous animals or crazy people, and there would be no one to help us. 

We are in the South, so guys like me always need to keep one eye open for ignorant people. That’s 

probably one big reason I hadn’t gotten into it. But, when my son asked me to get involved with his 

troop, I went to a meeting and saw that a lot of the adults were Hispanic like me. I got to talking to 

them, and asked them if they had ever experienced any sort of racism while out in the woods, and 

what they said surprised me. Basically, there are gonna be ignorant or small-minded people no matter 

where you go, but the woods tend to mellow people out, and as long as you are being respectful of 

your surroundings and not being obnoxious, you will always be left to your own devices. There were 
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other things too, like the feeling that I didn’t know anything about scouting activities or hiking, but 

having a group like the Boy Scouts really helped me feel like a part of a team. 

Who supported your decision to start participating in nature exposure activities, and how did they 

help? 

Yeah, like I said, the Boy Scouts were a huge source of support, because they kept me 

accountable. My wife and daughter like that I exercise so frequently now (I’ve lost a lot of 

weight) and they like to go to the park near our house, which I love doing now, so that is fun for 

them. My dog also appreciates all the long walks he gets in the woods now.  

What gives you confidence that you can stick with nature exposure activities? 

Well, at first it was definitely the accountability of the Boy Scout Troop position, and all the time I 

was getting to spend with my son. But, after a while I realized how good I felt after going out into 

nature. I felt less stressed about work, less fat, and less worried about lots of things. It just felt like 

this release every time I spent time out there, so now I go all the time. It’s something I can actively do 

as I get older, I’ve made lots of friends doing it, and I feel much more at ease these days, and happier. 

So, that alone is making me stick with it! 
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Chapter 6: Individual, Environmental, and Systematic Interventions to implement in a 

Public Health Initiative 

We have established the potential of mass media interventions to advertise nature exposure 

activities and persuade populations that greenspaces are both fun and beneficial to your health, 

but oftentimes people will choose only to take health advice seriously from figures of authority 

in their lives, such as heads of public health organizations and their personal physician. 

According to the National Cancer Institute’s Health Information National Trends Survey 

(HINTS), “physicians remain the most highly trusted source of health information; in contrast, 

trust in health information from the Internet has decreased over the last decade but the Internet is 

still a widely used source”.97  

One type of physician practice that has surged in popularity in recent years is the 

phenomena of “prescribing nature”, where physicians will request that patients incorporate visits 

to greenspace as part of managing chronic illnesses and other issues due to the profoundly 

beneficial benefits that nature can have on healing and stress reduction, making natural parks and 

urban greenspace an integral part of the healthcare sphere.98 Although physicians have not 

traditionally advised patients on their recreational activities outside of discouraging activities that 

are an active detriment to a patient’s health, helping patients manage their own health and take 

an active role in their recovery “is an important but understudied function of communication 

[between physician and patient] that promotes individuals managing the symptoms and 

consequences of living with a chronic condition and of making health behavior changes, 

including treatment, physical, social, and lifestyle changes”, and will grow to become an integral 
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part of patient-centered medicine as rates of chronic illness continue to rise.99 

 An excellent example of a nature prescription program and how it fits within a larger 

healthcare provider system is the DC Park Rx Program, started by Dr. Robert Zarr in 

Washington DC. Operating within Unity Healthcare, Inc., which serves over 100,00 low-income 

residents and 30,000 of which are children (72% African American and 17% Hispanic), Robert 

Zarr has created a nature prescription program for providers that can fit seamlessly within a 

primary care environment.100 The integral first step of the program is a preliminary evaluation of 

greenspaces in the area where the health services are provided. Using standardized park auditing 

tools such as Park Environment Audit Tool (PEAT) and the System for Observing Play and 

Recreation in Communities (SOPARC), trained volunteers appraised each park’s cleanliness, 

accessibility, level of activity, amenities, and safety and uploaded these details to a park database 

linked to Unity Health Care’s electronic medical record system.101 Once the database was 

established, physicians were trained in how to access and navigate the database, and how to 

identify which greenspace options would be best for their patients based on location and the 

patient’s schedule, interests, and abilities. With this database, physicians involved were 

empowered to “prescribe nature” to patients with stress-related chronic disorders and lack of 

physical exercise, clearly communicating to the patient the requested duration, intensity, and 

frequency of nature exposure.102 Alongside the prescription, patients receive a “Park PageTM”, 

which includes all the data that has been gathered from the evaluation of greenspaces, giving 

patients all the information they could desire about where the park is, what there is to do, and 

                                                           
99 McCorkle et al., " Self-management: Enabling and empowering patients living with cancer as a chronic illness." 
100 Zarr et al., " Park prescription (DC Park Rx): A new strategy to combat chronic disease in children." 
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how best to integrate visits into their daily routine.103  

Looking at this system through the lens of the Transtheoretical Model, we can see how 

nature prescription programs like Dr. Zarr’s fit well in the process of motivating targeted 

populations through the stages of change to pursue health behaviors such as nature exposure. 

Individuals will first need to be guided from pre-contemplation to a contemplative state through 

some form of outreach, which is admittedly not included in Dr. Zarr’s model, but could be 

implemented easily through a pairing with some form of mass-media intervention such as the 

ones mentioned beforehand, or something as simple as a form email sent out to patients 

explaining that certain disorders and issues may be alleviated through nature prescription, and to 

schedule an appointment to learn more. Persuading the individual from contemplative to ready 

for action is the key purpose of the physician visit and the actual “prescription”, as this 

interaction has all of the components necessary for a successful persuasive argument: the 

intervention is given by a credible authority (your physician), who is capable of explaining the 

scientific evidence and credibility of the therapy in order to show the value in the intervention, 

and is also knowledgeable enough to refute counterarguments and reservations that the patient 

has initially.  

The “Park PageTM” component serves a positive, recognizable branding to the 

intervention which increases the persuasiveness of the interaction, and serves to move the 

individual from being ready to action to actually taking action by increasing the patient’s self-

efficacy through increasing knowledge of the surrounding greenspaces’ locations, attributes, and 

activities that they can do within them. After taking action, nature prescription programs can 

maintain the behavior change through follow-up appointments, which the physician can discuss 
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with the patient how the nature exposure is affecting the patient and make any necessary 

adjustments to the recommended behavior to ensure that the patient is getting the most benefit 

out of the time spent in natural settings. The only major flaw in nature prescription programs is 

that it would miss a huge portion of populations who could greatly benefit from nature exposure, 

but do not participate in regular doctor visits. As a result, doctor prescription programs are best 

suited as an important section of a multi-level nature exposure intervention in an effort to reach 

the largest amount of populations in need as possible. 

 A huge part of existing interventions for nature exposure would obviously be changing 

the environment and enacting policy so there will actually be areas in cities and urban centers for 

green space, and preserving natural areas as national parks so that they are accessible, 

maintained, and not trodden upon by the boots of urbanization and industry, as creating more 

areas where nature exposure can occur will naturally lead to more people inhabiting and using 

these spaces. One excellent example of an environmental change intervention is the Green 

Schoolyards Movement, an initiative to transform many recess areas in urban, often 

impoverished areas from asphalt blacktops and expanses of dirt or gravel into nature enclosures 

involving walking trails, butterfly gardens, and other interactive nature features.104 Intuitively, 

changing the space that the children will interact with on a daily basis will allow much more 

nature exposure to occur by literally forcing them into a nature space for an allotted period 

during the day, removing any sort of perceived barrier, while also improving both self-efficacy 

through nature education and peer modeling during group nature recreation,  and it has already 

proven in pilot programs to have an astoundingly positive effect on children’s physical and 
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mental health, as well as the health of the surrounding community. 105The opposing argument for 

this movement is that of standardized testing and focus on achieving progress and meeting 

benchmarks at all costs, brought into practice from the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, which 

caused outside recreation budgets as well as focus on science and ecology in public schools to be 

severely diminished in favor of achieving required yearly progress in math and language arts to 

avoid federal corrective action. Luckily, this legislation has taken a turn for the better in recent 

years due to the Obama administration, which enacted legislation like the formation of the Green 

Ribbon Award program, incentivizing schools to improve their schools by upholding the three 

pillars of the award, which are easily attainable through the green schoolyard initiative: 

“reducing environmental impact and costs, improving health and wellness, and teaching 

environmental and sustainability education”.106 Other promising legislation, such as the No Child 

Left Inside act, has received bipartisan support but has not been passed into law, and with the 

current turbulence of US politics, the future is uncertain about green urban planning legislation 

such as this, which makes this an even more timely intervention in order to show the efficacy of 

the health behavior and shift attitudes before changes in the political agenda of governing bodies 

within the US results in the destruction and diminishing of green spaces across the US.  

National parks have also become a political battleground in recent years, and the 

protection of these nature spaces in integral to making nature exposure a more common and 

accessible health behavior. Historically, the US has greatly valued your parks and wilderness, 

starting with the passing of the Antiquities Act by great conservationist president Theodore 

Roosevelt, which serves to protect a networks of national treasures that “spans 412 federally 
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protected places, including 59 national parks such as Yellowstone and Yosemite as well as 

hundreds of battlefields, monuments and historical trails”.107 Despite these historical roots of 

conservatism in our political discourse, much of the recent right-wing ideology has been tinged 

with anti-park sentiment in the name of industry, progress, and profit through oil and natural gas 

drilling. This is a heated topic even in the most recent political climate, with protections over 

national parks such as Bears Ears in Utah wavering as power is transferred to a Republican-

dominated government with dismally short-sighted environmental sentiments.108 Policy that 

protects natural parks has a direct effect on the accessibility and condition of natural areas 

throughout the US, so legislation that protects and empowers park organizations to create well-

maintained and approachable natural areas is a crucial part of any intervention that seeks to 

promote feet on the trail and eyes on the beautiful natural expanse.  

As we can see, there are been multiple avenues by which public health organizations can 

reach out and promote the practice of nature exposure, and each method has its strengths and 

weaknesses. Ultimately, a multi-step approach with several levels of intervention will be most 

effective to combat disparities already evident in the health behavior trends while increasing 

attendance across all demographics. Using the knowledge gained from the demographic and 

psychosocial factors associated with nature exposure, an intervention using a combination of the 

three intervention styles covered would likely have the greatest effect in promoting greater 

physical and mental wellness in our society through nature exposure.  

 Now, I will go into detail about the specific recommendations of interventions that a 

successful public health program would make on the individual, environmental, and systemic 

level. Similar to the previous chapter, use of the Transtheoretical Model is an effective way to 
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analyze how my recommended interventions complement other aspects of the program to 

increase nature exposure.  

 The suggested mass media interventions will aide in individuals’ shift from pre-

contemplative to contemplative, but individual-level interventions like the Nature Prescription 

Program is an integral part of this intervention, as it serves as the main vehicle to bring 

individuals from contemplative to ready for action through facts and information from a trusted 

and credible source, then prompting individuals from ready for action to action through the 

actual prescription of activity. This component must be preceded by a planning stage, where 

public health workers and trained volunteers use standardized park measurement metrics, such as 

the Park Environment Audit Tool (PEAT) and the System for Observing Play and Recreation in 

Communities (SOPARC) to assess the different nature spaces around Austin neighborhoods 

regarding their cleanliness and usability, as well as their ease of access and the types of activities 

that one can engage in in the area.109 With this information, a database of all the greenspace 

around Austin can be created. Then, primary-care physicians must be recruited to the program 

from all around Austin, particularly physicians who care for underprivileged population areas 

with high concentrations of minorities. After presenting evidence of nature exposure’s health 

benefits, either at a medical conference in the Austin area or through direct contact with 

individual physicians, doctors who wish to be a part of the program are invited to community 

health centers around Austin to receive training on how to use the database to target the best 

natural environment to recommend to a patient based on the patient’s needs, limitations, and 

personal interests. Doctors would also receive training on how best to convince hesitant patients 

that natural areas are safe and highly beneficial to one’s wellbeing. Through these preparation 
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steps, the implementation of a nature prescription program is standardized and simple for doctors 

anywhere in the Austin area, as they are now fully equipped and confident to suggest nature 

exposure as an activity for any patient with stress-related chronic disease, mental illness, or 

issues with inactivity. They have the information about nature exposure’s benefits to tip the 

scales when a patient is weighing outcome expectations, and are able to provide a concise and 

easy to understand prescription sheet to boost self-efficacy, giving the patients all the 

information they could want about how to travel to the greenspace and options on activities they 

can participate once there. The physician is also in a position to schedule follow up appointments 

with the patient, which gives them an opportunity to facilitate the transition from initially trying 

the behavior to maintenance of the behavior through talking to the patient about their 

experiences, hearing any difficulties encountered and feedback about their time spent, and then 

potentially altering treatment plans to better accommodate the individual. In order to incorporate 

this type of intervention in the Austin area for our target demographic, recruitment of physicians 

who wish to be involved would need to occur, likely through a presentation at the annual 

meeting of the Texas Pediatric Society or perhaps through email outreach.  

 An additional aspect of intervention that is crucial to maintaining an individual's 

participation in nature exposure activities is environmental changes that will both keep natural 

areas around Austin looking green and welcoming, as well as creating new greenspace to make 

nature exposure more accessible. These changes will require targeted policy change on two 

levels: local policy for public schools to allow for improved recess areas with opportunities for 

natural exposure, and city/state policy to allocate more funds to PARD to improve maintenance 

cleaning efforts and improvement projects to make neglected natural activity areas into spaces 

that people will be impressed with. This will require lobbying from the leaders of the 
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intervention, with the best course of action likely being preparing a presentation detailing both 

the health benefits and the relatively small investment that is required to reap the enormous 

benefits of restorative health outcomes from nature exposure. The leaders would then present this 

information at Austin school board meetings as well as at legislative session of the agency in 

charge of determining the level of funding for PARD, then target key positions of power for 

persuasion to push forward legislation if needed. For the school board presentations, facts 

involving nature exposure's ability to increase academic performance and improve focus will be 

highlighted, and supportive testimony from doctors involved in the Nature Prescription program 

could be provided in each presentation. After securing funding for these initiatives, we can begin 

selecting intervention points, using data already gathered through the Nature Prescription 

program database. Parks that were rated as less clean, interactive, or green can then be 

recommended for improvement through a partnership with PARD. Likewise, school playgrounds 

that were rated poorly or that are in areas with little to no functional greenspace, such as 

Barrington Elementary in Austin, serve as ideal intervention points where we can see the benefits 

of going from virtually no nature exposure to being exposed to nature every day. Blacktops and 

gravel recess yards can be turned into nature exposure areas through the implementation of 

various features, such as walking loops, small water features, butterfly gardens, birdhouses, etc. 

Community partnerships can be made with teachers who are interested in the initiative in order 

to organize maintenance of recess areas and to lead extra-curricular ecology activities during 

recess and after school. These improvements will remove any type of perceived barrier to 

children’s' access to nature spaces, and will increase the perceived effectiveness of restorative 

nature exposure therapy by improving the nature space that people are interacting with.  
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 Through these instrumental changes on multiple societal levels, I hope to modify not only 

how the targeted population of underprivileged, minority-status children and their families thinks 

about nature exposure, its benefits, and what activities are possible for them in nature, but also 

change the environment around them to make the activity not simply the healthy choice, but the 

easy and fun choice. Partnerships with government bodies, local school systems, and physician 

practices in the Austin area will be essential to this intervention, as will be the recruitment of 

public health workers that are capable of helping with the creation of promotional materials, 

facilitating connections in the community, and training both volunteers to rate parks according to 

a standardized system and doctors to implement the park information into their daily practice. 

While this will take a great deal of preparation, I believe this intervention has the potential to 

improve the longevity and mental wellness of the population of Austin for years to come, and 

will have lasting impacts on the lives of the children involved. As with any community-based 

intervention like the one I have proposed, one important aspect that must occur in the planning 

stages to ensure the most successful intervention possible is Community-Based Participatory 

Research, where individuals that are representative of the population of interest (in this case, 

Hispanic and African American children of Austin as well as their parents or families) are 

brought in as a focus group, where they are asked about their interest in the proposed 

interventions and asked to give any suggestions or input that they can bring to the table. The 

interventions can then be altered to cater specifically to the tastes and preferences of the regional 

population that the organization is targeting, ensuring that money and effort will not be wasted 

with an initiative that is disconnected with its target audience and completely misses its mark in 

terms of advertising and environmental changes. I have confidence that this plan will be highly 

effective at changing people's lives for the better, and is flexible enough in its requirements to 
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remain intact in the face of adversity and setbacks to ensure that more people are reaping the 

restorative health benefits of nature exposure and make Austin a better, greener place to live for 

everyone.  

Example of Proposed Intervention: Doctor Prescription Page 

Hello Mr. /Ms. [name of patient], 

 You and your physician have come to the agreement that nature exposure therapy has the 

potential to serve as a restorative and beneficial activity in your day to day life as you work 

towards a higher standard of health. Congratulations on becoming part of the Park Prescription 

Program! We hope to provide the best experience we can to introduce you to the wonderful 

natural areas around YOUR neighborhood. Based on the conversations between you and your 

physician, the greenspace area that best fits your needs is: 

AREA: Barton Creek Greenbelt 

Ratings (out of 10): Cleanliness (8), Ease of Access (10), Isolation/Depth of Nature Experience 

(7) 

Activities available: Hiking, Running, Walking, Swimming, Climbing, Dog-walking 

How to enter: Multiple access points along the trail, addresses are as follows: 

Trail Head: 2201 Barton Springs Road 

Spyglass Access: 1601 Spyglass Dr. 

Barton Hills Access: 2010 Homedale Dr. 

Gus Fruh Access: 2642 Barton Hills Dr. 

Loop 360 Access: 3755-B Capital of Texas Hwy (Loop 360) 

Gaines/Twin Falls Access: 3918 S. Mopac Expy 

Trails End: 1710 Camp Craft Road 
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Reminders:  

 Be sure to wear close-toed shoes and comfortable, loose-fitting clothing 

 Remember to bring sunblock, insect repellent, and plenty of water! 

 Be respectful to other people in the nature space, and keep your group’s volume at a 

conversational level 

 Have fun and be adventurous, but take caution when exploring natural terrain 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the Austin Parks and Recreation 

Natural Areas Hotline at 1-800-NATURAL for tips, directions, and other information. 
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Chapter Seven: 

Case Study: Green School Park Construction in a Nature-Deprived Neighborhood 

Throughout this thesis, we have reviewed interventions at various societal levels that a 

theoretical public health initiative might utilize to increase nature exposure activities in nature-

deprived communities. However, thanks to progressive health organizations such as the Michael 

& Susan Dell Center for Healthy Living working in tandem with the UT School of Public Health 

in Austin, funding and development of pilot programs that are similar to what is described in this 

thesis has already begun in Austin! We can analyze the logistics of establishing this project of 

creating a green school park in nature-deprived areas in Austin to get a more concrete idea of 

how these theoretical nature exposure interventions can easily become a reality, and how 

researchers can use these projects to further evidence the effectiveness of these interventions 

regarding increasing the frequency of nature exposure activities in typically marginalized 

populations.   

The recommendation for improving children’s access to green space with nature features 

was realized in Austin, Texas by the Austin Parks and Recreation Department (PARD) Cities 

Connecting Children with Nature (CCCN) initiative during 2016-2018. The evaluation of nature 

exposure levels in the population of Austin to identify the areas most in need of intervention 

involved a GIS-analysis of nature factor ratings across the greater Austin area, looking at the 

park acreage, NRPA Park Status, tree canopy coverage, and Trust for Public Land (TPL) Land 

Use, and comparing this with a Potential for Impact rating, with socioeconomic factors such as 

median household income, child population, and location of Austin area schools as well as 

concentration of current crime levels in park areas (see Appendix 1). Based on geo-mapping, the 

neighborhoods in North Austin near Rundberg Lane were identified as “nature-deprived” or 
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lacking in ready access to parks and green spaces. Three elementary schools in this area, 

Barrington, Wooldridge and Cook, were selected for improvements and a sequence for 

introducing these improvements was agreed upon—with Barrington chosen as the first location. 

The process for planning the park included a series of meetings and surveys with 

members of the community, such as students of Barrington Elementary, the parents of said 

students, teachers, and other residents of areas surrounding the school area. In these community-

based participatory research activities, groups of students as well as teachers were asked to 

reflect on how they currently use outdoor spaces at school, and what they would like most to see 

in their ideal outdoor recreation spaces.  (See Appendix 2 for an example of these survey 

exercises). Based off of input from this community-based participatory research and analysis of 

the existing grounds and the realistic improvements that could be implemented with the given 

land area and funds, three key renovations were planned: Implementation of a wildflower 

meadow with nature prairie grasses and wildflowers, a nature play area with interactive 

components like balance boulders and logs, and an outdoor classroom with irrigated rain garden 

features for easy maintenance. In each of these work areas, adding trees and other vegetation, as 

well as creating swales to allow for positive drainage of precipitation, will ensure that the green 

playground has a cohesive, nature-filled feeling throughout the area at all times of the year (see 

Appendix 3 for schematics of planned playground renovations at Barrington).  

Before this project began, areas for potential improvement at each of the three schools were 

identified and their present features were documented. As the overhead photographs show, these 

areas consisted of mowed grass with no nature features (Appendix 4). While nothing has 

changed on the ground in the two schools (Cook and Wooldridge) in which improvements are 
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planned for 2018-19 and 2019-20, the selected locations have been significantly altered at 

Barrington Elementary School in accordance with the plans mentioned above (Appendix 5). 

The new park at Barrington officially opened with a community event at 9 a.m. on 

Saturday, March 24.  This event was preceded with a social media promotion event, where 

experts in the form of healthcare professionals like Dr. Deborah Salvo, researcher at the UT 

School of Public Health at Austin, and Dr. Ruben Pizarro, Parent Support Specialist at 

Barrington are featured on Univision discussing the restorative health benefits of nature exposure 

and advertising the new park at Barrington. By providing expert testimony on a Spanish 

language network like Univision, CCNN hopes to achieve high penetrance in a typically hard to 

reach population and generate greater awareness of the park features for members of the 

community other than the students of Barrington. Through staging sketches that advocate for 

nature exposure activities' medicinal efficacy and encouraging those watching to use the local 

nature areas to reap important health benefits through featuring footage of families engaging in 

nature exposure in the new park, peer modeling is utilized to ensure that the renovations at 

Barrington do not go unnoticed and will be able to improve the health outcomes for the entire 

surrounding community (See Appendix 6 for a script of the featured story). 

This opening event brought many families into the park, but time will be needed to 

determine how well it will be used by neighborhood families.  Using both self-collected data 

from the teachers at the three schools as well as observation data gathered from public health 

volunteers, the principle aim of the project is to detect a measureable increase in nature exposure 

activities in these student populations, and thus also begin to see an increase in physical and 

mental health effects brought on by increased nature exposure. Through this observation research 

project, we will test will test the hypotheses that introduction of green school parks features and 
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associated nature-engagement leads to: more observed outdoor physical activity on school 

grounds during school and after-school hours, more frequent, longer duration visits to green 

space both at school and elsewhere by students and parents/caretakers, greater degrees of 

perceived “restorative” outcomes, more positive attitudes toward nature, better student emotional 

wellbeing, and higher student academic efficacy. By treating Barrington as the experimental 

group and Wooldridge/Cook as the control groups, researchers will use a standardized 

observation protocol as well as surveys given by teachers to students and parents, to test the 

above hypothesis (See Appendix 7 for Data Collection Protocols, Entry Form, and Student & 

Parent Surveys). 
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Chapter Eight:   Conclusions 

 With this thesis, I have aspired to establish a credible and convincing case for the power 

of nature exposure as an authentic, effective therapeutic option for individuals suffering from or 

prone to many types of chronic illness prevalent in modern societies. For those readers who may 

have been skeptical of this claim at first, perhaps thinking that nature exposure is nothing but a 

romanticized form of physical exercise and that similar benefits could be reaped from much 

more convenient forms of recreation, I hope that the multitude of research evidence, as well as 

the detailing of the underlying mechanisms of nature’s many effects on the human body, has 

convinced you that there is something novel and crucial about humankind’s affinity for nature 

that we need not ignore.  

 An additional focus of this thesis was advocating for the use of nature exposure for 

children, specifically those that would not receive the encouragement or resources to seek out 

natural areas otherwise. The children are the future of our world, and we owe it to the next 

generation to pave their developmental paths with as much opportunity as possible, to instill in 

them healthy and productive habits and set them up for success and progress. At the time of this 

writing, I worry that our current generation of children are being raised within a system that will 

ultimately fail them. The most recent data on pediatric obesity trends in the US indicates “no 

evidence of a decline in [childhood] obesity prevalence at any age…and a significant increase in 

severe obesity among children aged 2 to 5 years since the 2013–2014 cycle, a trend that 

continued upward for many subgroups.”110 These results are extremely worrying, given the focus 

that the obesity crisis possesses as a public health issue in our society, and this indicates that 

systemic change is needed in our schools as well as in our culture to ensure that our children are 
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growing up to be healthy, productive, and equipped to solve the future problems of our world. 

I’m not claiming in this thesis that nature exposure will miraculously solve the obesity crisis or 

turn all the world’s children into creative savants, but there is a clear and documented deficit in 

nature exposure for many of today’s children, and thus is one clear area where children could be 

gaining established benefits from an activity that they are not being exposed to. Not only that, 

but nature exposure is largely a free activity, and even in extreme cases is much cheaper than 

participating in other physical activities like sports clubs or gym memberships. Considering the 

income-based and racial health outcome inequalities in the US (“White and Asian American 

children have significantly lower rates of obesity than African American children and Hispanic 

children”111), nature exposure may nerve the niche role of being an equally accessible activity for 

children of all creeds and races, serving to cut down these inequalities to promote more diverse, 

active, and healthy communities in cities across the country.  

 However, in order to actualize this vision, much additional work needs to be done. The 

last part of this thesis details how health agencies can make a real difference in the health of a 

community by advocating for nature exposure and promoting its newly documented benefits, 

specifically catering to marginalized populations that could benefit from the health behavior of 

nature exposure the most. By utilizing a multi-tier societal intervention strategy, I am confident 

that any city in the US could increase the popularity of nature exposure activities in their city in 

the way that CCNN and PARD has done in the north Austin neighborhood surrounding 

Barrington Elementary, and see positive health trends as part of the results of the public health 

intervention. I have backed up my reasoning for these suggestions using established social 

cognitive theory as well as proven community health behavioral models, in order to better 
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understand underlying motivations for health behavior choices and to compensate for said 

motivations in my proposed interventions. Hopefully, given the torrent of new research evidence 

indicating nature exposure’s restorative health benefits, we will see public health agencies across 

the globe begin customized initiatives like the new park at Barrington Elementary to increase 

nature exposure activities in their neck of the woods.  

Until then, readers may be wondering what they can do to further this cause of increasing 

nature exposure. To you, my call to action is to lead by example! If we’ve learned anything from 

this study of public health intervention styles, it is the effectiveness of advocacy on individual, 

mass-media, and systemic levels, and we have the power as individuals to influence change in all 

of these sectors. So get out there and see if nature exposure is right for you! Try new activities, 

explore new areas, and tell others about your experiences. Encourage people that look to you for 

guidance and advice, especially those who may not know much about nature exposure activities 

or the surrounding area, to join you on your next nature adventure. Post pictures on social media, 

and chronicle your nature exposure so that friends are inspired to do the same. Pay attention to 

local government proceedings, and use your power as a citizen to push for more attention paid to 

the power of nature exposure activities to your local area. Advocate for changes in your 

community like we have seen in the community around Barrington, and speak out for 

populations who feel that they do not feel that they have a voice that is heard! If even a small 

fraction of readers change their habits as a result of this thesis, we will be well on our way to 

making real change, to creating greener spaces and healthier places.  
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Appendix 1. GIS-analysis of greater Austin area (Area of targeted intervention is circled) 

 

a. Distribution of nature factor rating 
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b. Distribution of potential for impact rating
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c. Location of Barrington Elementary School
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Appendix 2. Community-based participatory research examples 

a. Photo Survey format 

Participants asked “What would you like to see in a park? Choose your top 3!” 

 

b. Results of Student and Teacher Surveys 
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c. Result of Community Surveys 
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Appendix 3. Schematics of planned green playground renovations 

a. Planned renovations for creation of wildflower garden 
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b. Planned renovations for creation of outdoor classroom 
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c. Planned renovations for creation of nature play trail 
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Appendix 4. Photos of Barrington grounds pre-intervention 

a. Overhead shot of Nature Play Trail pre-intervention 

 

b. Overhead Shot of Wildflower Meadow pre-intervention 
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Appendix 5. Script of featured Univision story about nature exposure 

 

Connecting Children with Nature at Barrington Elementary School 

      

     When people say “nature is like a medicine” it’s true! Doctors and public health scientists are finding 
some very healthy effects from getting children connected with nature and enjoying plants and animals 
outdoors. 

    Dr. Deborah Salvo, a researcher at the University of Texas School of Public Health in Austin, studies 
the healthy benefits of active play for children and their families. We asked her to tell us about new 
research on the effects of getting children connected with nature. 

 

     QUESTION: We know it’s important for children to get lots of active exercise, but what’s special about 
getting children active in natural green outdoor spaces? 

     SALVO: That’s right, children need 3-4 hours per week of active play and movement and they can get 
that anywhere. But active play that includes a connection with nature in what we call “green” space can 
magnify the health benefits of being active.  

Studies show that being in and around natural spaces, with trees, plants, flowers, insects and other 
animals can act as a kind of natural medicine.  Nature exposure improves physical and mental health.  

 

     QUESTION: How does “nature medicine” produce this effect? 

     SALVO: Exposure to nature and green spaces lowers levels of cortisol, which is a harmful hormone that 
our bodies produce in response to stress. Being connected with nature can make children feel more 
relaxed and happy, it lets forget everyday problems, clears their mind and refreshes their energy—it’s 
what we call a “restorative experience” and it can have a very healthy effect on the mind and body. 

Studies show that children who get lots of exposure to natural green spaces have higher activity levels 
and lower stress levels than those who don’t. It can even improve mental function and lead to better 
grades at school. 

Unfortunately, many children and families don’t have enough opportunity to get into natural green 
spaces—especially in lower income neighborhoods in Austin. But that is changing in the Rundberg area 
with a new project called Cities Connecting Children with Nature that was launched last year by the 
Austin Parks and Recreation Department and AISD. With support from grants and local funds, the school 
grounds at three AISD schools in the Rundberg area are being transformed from mostly bare fields and 
playgrounds into natural green school parks…beginning at Barrington Elementary School near the 
intersection of Lamar Boulevard and Rundberg Lane. 
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     Dr. Ruben Pizarro, the Parent Support Specialist at Barrington has seen the transformation of bare 
fields to green nature space and is joining the official opening of the Barrington Green School Park on 
Saturday.  We asked him and some children and their families to show us the new features here. 

 

(Pizarro, children, families are followed through the park as they point out the new features) 

 

(Questions to be asked as the walk progresses) 

Does it make you happy to be in this place now? Why or how? 

Is it relaxing to be here now? Why? 

Does it clear you mind and refresh your energy to be in this place now? Why? 

Do you feel more connected to nature at Barrington now? Why? 

 

QUESTION: Dr. Pizarro, what do you want to tell families about this? 

PIZARRO: We want all the families of Barrington students, and all the families here in the Rundberg area, 
that this park is open and ready to be enjoyed. Everyone should come in here at least once a week to get 
their children, and themselves, connected with this little piece on nature in the city. Nature is a medicine 
and I recommend it. 

 

To find out how families in Austin are getting their children connected with nature and the benefits of 
nature exposure, we are going to feature stories from five families during the next week.  

Appendix 6. Photos of Barrington grounds post-intervention 

a. Photos of newly renovated Wildflower meadow
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b. Photos of newly renovated Nature Play Trail
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c. Photos of newly renovated Outdoor Classroom
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Appendix 7. PARD/AISD Observation Data Collection Protocols 

Observation data will be collected by PARD & AISD as follows: 

Frequency: 3 “Observation Periods” per year for 3 years (2017, 2018, 2019) at each school. 

 

Observation Logistics: 

 A location on the school yard will be pre-determined from which the observer can see the 

entire designated space within no more than a ninety degree angle. 

 Observers will place themselves in that location at the designated times in the observation 

schedule and take 2-5 minutes to scan from left to right, entering codes for each person 

observed (female, male; child, adult: low, moderate, vigorous activity) on a tablet 

computer. One observation period takes place over the course of one week and includes: 

Recess: Scanned 5 times in one week (M-F) 

 After School Programs: Scanned 5 times in one week (M-F) 

 After School Hours / Open to Public: Scanned 5 times in one week (M-F) 

 Weekends: Scanned 5 times in one weekend (Saturday: 10am and 5pm, Sunday: 10am, 

3pm, 5:00pm)  

A survey for 4th and 5th grade students and their parents will also be taken annually at each of 

the three schools. This survey will be accessed online. Students will take the survey during 

school hours in a computer class and parents will be sent the survey through regular school 

communication. Survey questions can be reviewed in the attached document named "Research 

Design".  
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Data Entry Form 

Location:  __Barrington 
 

__Wooldridge 1 

__Wooldridge 2 

__Wooldridge 3 

__Cook 1 

__Cook 2 

 

 

Date: __ __ / __ __ / __ __ (Month/Date/Year) 

Time: __ __ : __ __ 

 

Taking a two minute interval, scanning from left to right and back, count how many ADULTS, 
ADOLESCENTS (who appear to be 12-18) & CHILDREN (who appear to be <12) you see who are: 

 ADULTS ADOLESCENTS CHILDREN 

TOTAL NUMBER IN THE SPACE ____ ____ ____ 

HOW MANY ARE?    

(individuals can be counted >1x)    

WALKING/RUNNING IN THE SPACE ____ ____ ____ 

PLAYING ON & USING NATURAL FEATURES* ____ ____ ____ 

OBSERVING PLANTS AND/OR TREES ____ ____ ____ 

OBSERVING BIRDS/INSECTS/ANIMALS ____ ____ ____ 

MEDITATING OR AT REST ____ ____ ____ 

OTHER BEHAVIORS ____ ____ ____ 

 

What are the other behaviors?  _________________________________________________ 

 

*Includes playing in the grass or dirt. 
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Student & Parent Surveys 
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